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Everything a Dungeon Master needs to weave legendary stories for the world's greatest roleplaying game The Dungeon Master's Guide provides the inspiration and the guidance you need to spark your imagination and create worlds of adventure for your players to explore and enjoy. Inside you'll find world-building tools, tips and tricks for creating
memorable dungeons and adventures, optional game rules, hundreds of classic D&D magic items, and much more! í«?—¢ The third of three core rulebooks, this book contains tools a Dungeon Master needs to provide captivating stories and game play. ... Everything a Dungeon Master needs to weave legendary stories for the world's greatest
roleplaying game The Dungeon Master's Guide provides the inspiration and the guidance you need to spark your imagination and create worlds of adventure for your players to explore and enjoy. Inside you'll find world-building tools, tips and tricks for creating memorable dungeons and adventures, optional game rules, hundreds of classic D&D
magic items, and much more! í«?—¢ The third of three core rulebooks, this book contains tools a Dungeon Master needs to provide captivating stories and game play. í«?—¢ An excellent resource for new and existing Dungeons Masters to engage in both adventure and world creation, with rules, guidelines, and sage advice from the game's experts.
í«?—¢ Created as part of a massive public playtest involving more than 170,000 fans of the game. Read more Nerd Herd 10 York Street, Gettysburg, PA 17325 NPC CLASS d20 Class The Dungeon History table notes key events that 9 Paladin can transform a site from its original purpose into a d20 Class 10 Ranger dungeon for adventurers to explore.
Particularly old Barbarian Rogue dungeons can have a history that consists of multiple 11-14 Sorcerer events, each of which transformed the site in some way. 2 Bard 15 Warlock 3-4 Cleric 16 Wizard DUNGEON HISTORY 5 Druid 17-20 d20 Key Event 6-7 Fighter 1- 3 Abandoned by creators 4 Abandoned due to plague 8 Monk 5-8 Conquered by
invaders 9-10 Creators destroyed by attacking raidersDUNGEON PURPOSE 11 Creators destroyed by discovery made within theExcept in the case of a natural cavern, a dungeon s ite· crafted and inhabited for a specific purpose that 12 Creators destroyed by internal conflictin flue nces its design and features. You can choose a 13 Creators destroyed
by magical catastrophepurpose from the Dungeon Purpose table, roll one at 14-15 Creators destroyed by natural disaster;--andom, or use your own ideas. 16 Location cursed by the gods and shunned 17,-18 Original creator still in controlDUNGEON PURPOSE d20 Purpose 19 Overrun by planar creatures 11-14 Stronghold 20 Site of a great miracle
d20 Purpose 15-17 Temple or shrine Death trap 18-19 Tomb Treasure vault 2-5 Lair 20 6 Maze 7-9 Mine DUNGEON INHABITANTS 10 Planar gate After a dungeon's creators depart, anyone or anything Death Trap. This dungeon is built to eliminate any might move in. Intelligent monsters, mindless dungeoncreature that dares to enter it. A death trap
might guard scavengers, predators and prey alike can be drawnthe treasure of an insane wizard, or it might be designed to dungeons.o lure adventurers to their demise for some nefariouspu rpose, such as to feed souls to a lich's phylactery. The monsters in a dungeon are more than a collection of random creatures that happen to live Lair. A lair is a
place where monsters live. Typical near one another. Fungi, vermin, scavengers, andairs include ruins and caves. predators can coexist in a complex ecology, alongside intelligent creatures who share living space through Maze. A maze is intended to deceive oi- confuse elaborate combinations of domination, negotiation, andthose who enter it. Some
mazes are elaborate obstacles bloodshed.that protect treasure, while others are gauntlets forprisoners banished there to be hunted and devoured by Characters might be able to sneak into a dungeon,the monsters within. ally with one faction, or play factions against each other to reduce the threat of the more powerful monsters. Mine. An abandoned
mine can quickly become For example, in a dungeon inhabited by mind !layersinfested with monsters, while miners who delve too and their goblinoid thralls, the adventurers might trydeep can break through into the Underdark. to incite the goblins, hobgoblins, and bugbears to revolt against their illithid masters. Planar Gate. Dungeons built around
planar portalsare often transformed by the planar energy seeping out DUNGEON FACTIONSth ro ugh those portals. A dungeon is sometimes dominated by a single group of intelligent humanoids, whether a tribe of orcs Stronghold. A stronghold dungeon provides a secure that have taken over a cavern complex or a gang ofbase of operations for
villains and monsters. It is trolls inhabiting an aboveground ruin. Other times, particularly in larger dungeons, multiple groups of ually ruled by a powerful individual, such as a wizard , creatures share space and compete for resources.·:ampire, or dragon, and it is larger and more complexilian a simple lair. For example, orcs that dwell in the mines of
a ruined dwarf citadel might skirmish constantly against the Temple or Shrine. This dungeon is consecrated to hobgoblins that hold the citadel's upper tiers. Minda deity or other planar entity. The entity's worshipers !layers that have established a colony in the lowestcontrol the dungeon and conduct their rites there. levels of the mines could
manipulate and dominate key hobgoblins in an attempt to wipe out the orcs. And all Tomb. Tombs are magnets for treasure hunters, as the while, a hidden cell of drow scouts watches andwell as monsters that hunger for the bones of the dead. plots to slay the mind !layers, then enslave whatever creatures a re left. Treasure Vault. Built to protect
powerful magic itemsand great material wealth, treasure vault dungeons are It's easy to think of a dungeon as a collection of: eavily guarded by monsters and traps. encounters , with the adventurers kicking down doorHI STORY n most cases, the original architects of a dungeon are ong gone, and the question of what happened to themcan help shape
the dungeon's current state. CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVTRONMENTS 101after door and killing whatever lies beyond. But the A dungeon can range in size from a few chambersebb and flow of power between groups in a dungeon in a ruined temple to a huge complex of rooms andprovides plenty of opportunities for more subtle passages ex
tending hundreds of feet in all directions.interaction. Dungeon denizens are used to striking The adventurers' goal often lies as far from the dungeonunlikely alliances, and adventurers are a wild card that entrance as possible, forcing characters to delvecanny monsters seek to exploit. deeper underground or push farther into the heart of the complex.
Intelligent creatures in a dungeon have goals, whetheras simple as short-term survival or as ambitious A dungeon is most easily mapped on graph paper,as claiming the entire dungeon as the first step in with each s quare on the paper representing an area offounding an empire. Such creatures might approach 10 feet by 10 feet. (If you play with
miniatures on a grid,adventurers with an offer of alliance, hoping to prevent you might prefer a scale where each square represents 5the characters from laying waste to their lair and to feet, or you can subdivide your 10-foot grid into a 5-footsecure aid against their enemies. Bring the NPC leaders grid when you draw your maps for combat.) When
youof such groups to life as described in chapter 4, fleshing draw your map, keep the following points in mind:out their personalities, goals, and ideals. Then usethose elements to shape a response to the arrival of Asymmetrical rooms and map layouts make aadventurers in their territory. dungeon less predictable. Think in three dimensions. Stairs,
ramps, platforms,DUNGEON ECOLOGY ledges, balconies, pits, and other changes of elevationAn inhabited dungeon has its own ecosystem. The make a dungeon more interesting and make combatcreatures that live there need to eat, drink, breathe, and encounters in those areas more challenging.sleep, just as creatures in the wilderness do.
Predators • Give the dungeon some wear and tear. Unless youneed to be able to seek prey, and intelligent creatures want to stress that the dungeon's builders weresearch for lairs offering the best combination of air, extraordinarily skillful, collapsed passages can befood , water, and security. Keep these factors in mind commonplace, cutting off
formerly connected sectionswhen designing a dungeon you want the players to of the dungeon from each other. Past earthquakesbelieve in. If a dungeon doesn't have some internal logic might have opened chasms within a dungeon, splittingto it, adventurers will find it difficult to make reasonable rooms and corridors to make interesting
obstacles.decisions within that environment. Incorporate natural features into even a constructed dungeon. An underground stream might run through For example, characters who find a pool of fresh water the middle of a dwarven stronghold, causing variationin a dungeon might make the logical assumption that in the shapes and sizes of rooms and
necessitatingmany of the creatures inhabiting the dungeon come to features such as bridges and drains.that spot to drink. The adventurers might set an ambush • Add multiple entrances and exits. Nothing gives theat the pool. Likewise, locked doors- or even doors that players a stronger sense of making real decisions thanrequire hands to open-can
restrict the movement of having multiple ways to enter a dungeon.some creatures. If all the doors in a dungeon are closed, Add secret doors and secret rooms to reward playersthe players might wonder how the carrion crawlers or who take .the time to search for them.stirges they repeatedly encounter manage to survive. If you need help creating a
dungeon map from scratch,ENCOUNTER DIFFICULTY see appendix A.You might be inclined to increase the encounterdifficulty as the adventurers descend deeper into the DUNGEON FEATURESdungeon, as a way to keep the dungeon challenging asthe characters gain levels or to ratchet up the tension. The atmosphere and physical characteristics
ofHowever, this approach can turn the dungeon into a dungeons vary as widely as their origins. An old cryptgrind. A better approach is to include encountets of might have stone walls and loose wooden doors, an odorvarying difficulty throughout. The contrast between easy of decay, and no light other than what adventurers bringand hard encounters,
as well as simple and complex with them. A volcanic lair might have smooth stoneencounters, encourages characters to vary their tactics walls hollowed out by past eruptions, doors of magicallyand keeps the encounters from seeming too similar. reinforced brass, a smell of sulfur, and light provided by jets of flame in every hall and room.MAPPING A
DUNGEON WALLSEvery dungeon needs a map showing its layout. Some dungeons have walls of masonry. Others haveThe dungeon's location, creator, purpose, history, walls of solid rock, hewn with tools to give them aand inhabitants should give you a starting point for rough, chiseled look, or worn smooth by the passage ofdesigning your dungeon
map. If you need further water or lava. An aboveground dungeon might be madeinspiration, you can find maps that have been made of wood or composite materials.freely available for use on the Internet, or even use amap of a real-world location. Alternatively, you can Walls are sometimes adorned with murals, frescoes,borrow a map from a
published adventure or randomly bas-reliefs, and lighting fixtures such as sconces orgenerate a dungeon complex using the tables presented torch brackets. A few even have secret doors builtin appendix A. into them. CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVlRONMENTS102CATACOMBS • D OORS for setting the DCs and assigning statistics to doors and
other objects. Dungeon doorways might be set within plain arches and lintels. They might be festooned with carvings of Barred Doors. A barred door is similar to a locked gargoyles or leering faces or engraved with sigils that door, except that there's no lock to pick, and the door reveal clues as to what lies beyond. can be opened normally from the
barred side by using an action to lift the bar from its braces. Stuck Doors. Dungeon doors often become stuck when not used frequently. Opening a stuck door requires SECRET DOORS a successful Strength check. Chapter 8, "Running the Game," provides guidelines for setting the DC. A secret door is crafted to blend into the wall that surrounds it.
Sometimes faint cracks in the wall or scuff Locked Doors. Characters who don't have the key marks on the floor betray the secret door's presence. ro a locked door can pick the lock with a successfulDexterity check (doing so requires thieves' tools and Detecting a Secret Door. Use the characters'proficiency in their use). They can also force the door
passive Wisdom (Perception) scores to determinewith a successful Strength check, smash the door to whether anyone in the party notices a secret doorpieces by dealing enough damage to it, or use a knock without actively searching for it. Characters can alsospell or similar magic. Chapter 8 provides guidelines find a secret door by actively searching
the location where the door is hidden and succeeding on a Wisdom CHAPTER 5 j ADVENTURE ENVfRONMENTS(Perception) check. To set an appropriate DC for the determin·e whether any of them notices tracks or signs check, see chapter 8. of a tapestry or rug having been recently disturbed. Opening a Secret Door. Once a secret door is
PORTCULLISES detected, a successful Intelligence (Investigation) check A portcullis is a set of vertical bars made of wood or might be required to determine how to open it if the iron, reinforced with one or more horizontal bands. It opening mechanism isn't obvious. Set the DC according blocks a passage or archway until it is raised up into to the
difficulty guidelines in chapter 8. the ceiling by a winch and chain. The main benefit of a portcullis is that it blocks a passage while still a llowing If adventurers can't determine how to open a secret guards to watch the area beyond and make ranged door, breaking it down is always an option. Treat it attacks or cast spells through it. as a locked door
made of the same material as the surrounding wall, and use the guidelines in chapter 8 to Winching a portcullis up or down requires an action. determine appropriate DCs or statistics. If a character can't reach the winch (usually because it is on the other side of the portcullis), lifting the portcullis CoNCEALED DooRs or bending its bars far enough
apart to pass through A concealed door is a normal door that is hidden from them requires a successful Strength check. The DC view. A secret door is carefully crafted to blend into its of the check depends on the size and weight of the surrounding surface, whereas a concealed door is most portcullis or the thickness of its bars. To determine an often
hidden by mundane means. It might be covered appropriate DC, see chapter 8. by a tapestry, covered with plaster, or (in the case of a concealed trapdoor) hidden under a rug. Normally, DARKNESS AND LIGHT no ability check is required to find a concealed door. A Darkness is the default cond ition inside an underground character need only look in
the right place or take the complex or in the interior of aboveground ruins, but an right steps to reveal the door. However, you can use inhabited dungeon might have light sources. the characters' passive Wisdom (Perception) scores to104 CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVTRONMENTSIn subterranean settlements, even races that have When a
creature moves to withi n 5 feet of the molddarkvision use fire for warmth, cooking, and defense. for the first time on a turn or starts its turn there, itBut many creatures have no need of warmth or light. must make a DC 12 Constitution saving throw, takingAdventurers must bring their own sources of light into 22 (4d10) cold damage on a failed save,
or half as much damage on a successful one. usty tombs where only undead stand guard, abandoned;uins teeming with predatory monsters and oozes, and Brown mold is immune to fire, and any source of firenatural caverns where sightless creatures hunt. brought within 5 feet of a patch causes it to instantly expand outward in the direction of the
fire, covering a The light of a torch or lantern helps a character 10-foot-square area (with the source of the fire at the: e over a short distance, but other creatures can center of that area). A patch of brown mold exposed to: e that light source from far away. Bright light in an an effect that deals cold damage is instantly destroyed.environment of total
darkness can be visible for miles,j]ough a clear line of sight over such a distance is rare GREEN SLIMEunderground. Even so, adventurers using light sourcesJJ a dungeon often attract monsters, just as dungeon This acidic slime devours flesh , organic material, and•eatures that shed light (from phosphorescent fungi metal on contact. Bright green,
wet, and sticky, it clings-o the glow of magical portals) can draw adventurers' to walls, floors , and ceilings in patches.anention. A patch of green slime covers a 5-foot square, has_UR QUALITY blindsight out to a range of 30 feet, and drops from ubterranean tunnels and aboveground ruins are often walls and ceilings when it detects movement below
it. Beyond that, it has no ability to move. A creature awareenclosed spaces with little airflow. Though it's rare for of the slime's presence can avoid being struck by it witha du ngeon to be sealed so tightly that adventurers have a successful DC 10 Dexterity saving throw. Otherwise, the slime can't be avoided as it drops. ouble breathing, the
atmosphere is often stifling andoppressive. What's more, odors linger in a dungeon and A creature that comes into contact with green slimecan be magnified by the stillness of the atmosphere. takes 5 (1d10) acid damage. The creature takes the damage again at the start of each of its turns until the O UNDS slime is scraped off or destroyed. Against
wood or metal , green slime deals 11 (2d10) acid damage eachA dungeon's enclosed geography helps channel sound. round, and any nonmagical wood or metal weapon orThe groaning creak of an opening door can echo down tool used to scrape off the slime is effectively destroyed.hundreds of feet of passageway. Louder ·noises sucha the clanging
hammers of a forge or the din of battle Sunlight, any effect that cures disease, and any effectcan reverberate through an entire dungeon. Many that deals cold, fire, or radiant damage destroys a patchcreatures that live underground use such sounds as a of green slime."';'\ay of locating prey, or go on alert at any sound of anadventuring party's
intrusion. WEBSDUNGEON HAZARDS Giant spiders weave thick, sticky webs across passages and at the bottom of pits to snare prey. These web-filledThe hazards described here are but a few examples of areas are difficult terrain. Moreover, a creature enteringthe environmental dangers found underground and in a webbed area for the first time on
a turn or starting itsother dark places. Dungeon hazards are functionally turn there must succeed on a DC 12 Dexterity saving imilar to traps, which are described at the end of throw or become restrained by the webs. A restrainedth is chapter. creature can use its action to try to escape, doing so with a successful DC 12 Strength (Athletics) or
Detecting a Hazard. No ability check is required Dexterity (Acrobatics) check.to spot a hazard unless it is hidden. A hazard thatresembles something benign, such as a patch of slime Each 10-foot cube of giant webs has AC 10, 15or mold, can be correctly identified with a successful hit points, vulnerability to fire, and immunity toIntelligence (Nature)
check. Use the guidelines in bludgeoning, piercing, and psychic damage.chapter 8 to set an appropriate DC for any check madeto s pot or recognize a hazard. YELLOW MOLD Hazard Severity. To determine a hazard's deadliness Yellow mold grows in dark places, and one patch coversrelative to the characters, think of the hazard as a trap a 5-foot
square. If touched, the mold ejects a cloud ofand compare the damage it deals with the party's level spores that fills a 10-foot cube originating from theusing the Damage Severity by Level table later in the mold. Any creature in the area must succeed on a DCchapter (the table also appears in chapter 8). 15 Constitution saving throw or take 11 (2d10)
poison damage and become poisoned for 1 minute. WhileBROWN MOLD poisoned in this way, the creature takes 5 (1d10) poison damage at the start of each of its turns. The creatureBrown mold feeds on warmth, drawing heat from can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of itsanything around it. A patch of brown mold typically turns, ending
the effect on itself on a successful save.covers a 10-foot square, and the temperature within 30feet of it is always frigid. Sunlight or any amount of fire damage instantly destroys one patch of yellow mold. CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVIRONMENTS 105WILDERNESS S pecific wilderness locations might have their own special features. For example,
the Spirit Forest and Between the dungeons and settlements of yo ur the Spiderhaunt Woods might feature different kinds campaign world lie meadows, forests, deserts, mountain of trees, diffe rent kinds of flora and fauna, different ranges, oceans, and other tracts of wilderness waiting weather. a nd different random encounter tables. to be
traversed. Bringing wilderness areas to life can be a fun part of your game, both for you and your players. Fina lly, a wilderness trek can be enhanced by calling The following two approaches work particularly well. attention to the weather. "You spend the next three days crossing the swamp" sounds less harrowing than, TRAVEL- MONTAGE
APPROACH "You spend the next three days trudging through knee- deep mud- the first two days and nights in the pouring Sometimes the destination is more important than the rain, and then another day under the beating sun, with journey. If the purpose of a wilderness trek is to get swarms of hungry insects feasting on your blood." the characters
to where the real adventure happens, gloss over the wilderness trek without checking for HouR-BY-HouR APPROACH encounters along the way. Just as movies use travel montages to convey long and arduous journeys in a Sometimes the journey deserves as much time and matter of seconds, you can use a few sentences of attention as the destination.
If wilderness travel feature descriptive text to paint a picture of a wilderness trek in prominently in your adventure and isn't something you your players' minds before moving on. want to gloss over, you will need more than a descriptive overview to bring a long and harrowing journey to life; Describe the journey as vividly as you like, but keep you'll
need to know the party's marching order and have the forward momentum. "You walk for several miles encounters at the ready. and encounter nothing of interest" is okay, but far less evocative and memorable than, "A light rain dampens Let your players determine the party's marching the rolling plains as you travel north. Around midday, order (see
the Player's Handbook for more information). you break for lunch under a lonely tree. There, the rogue Characters in the front rank are likely to be the first to finds a small rock that looks like a grinning face , but notice landmarks and terrain features, as well as the otherwise you encounter nothing out of the ordinary." ones responsible for
navigating. Characters in the back The trick is to focus on a few details that reinforce the rank are usually responsible for making sure that the desired mood rather than describe everything down to party isn't being followed. Encourage characters in the the last blade of grass. middle ranks to do something other than blindly trudge along behind the
front-rank characters. The Player's Call attention to unusual terrain features: a waterfall, Handbook suggests activities such as mapmaking and a rocky outcropping that offers a breathtaking view over foraging for food. the tops of the surrounding trees, an area where the forest has burned or been cut down, and so on. Also Wilderness journeys
typically feature a combination of describe notable smells and sounds, such as the roar of planned encounters (encounters that you prepare ahead a faraway monster, the stench of burned wood, or the of time) and random encounters (encounters determined sweet aroma of flowers in an elven forest. by rolling on a table). A planned encounter might
need a m~p of the location where the encounter is set to occur, In addition to evocative language, visual aids can help such as a ruin, a bridge spanning a gorge, or some other set the scene for the characters' travels. Image searches memorable location. Random encounters tend to be on the Internet can lead you to breathtaking landscapes less
location-specific. The fewer planned encounters (in fact , that's a good phrase to search for) both real and you have, the more you'll need to rely on random fantastical. As striking as real-world scenery can be, encounters to keep the journey interesting. See chapter wilderness travel can be used to remind the players that 3 for guidelines on creating
your own random encounter their characters are in a fantasy world. Once in a while, tables and when to check for random encounters. spice up your descriptions with some truly magical element. A forest might be home to tiny dragonets A good way to keep wilderness encounters from instead of birds, or its trees might be festooned with becoming
stale is to make sure they don't all start and giant webs or have eerie, green-glowing sap. Use these end the same way. In other words, if the wilderness elements sparingly; landscapes that are too alien can is your stage and your adventure is the play or movie, break your players' sense of immersion in the world. A think of each wilderness encounter

as its own scene, single fantastic element within an otherwise realistic and try to stage each one in a slightly different way to and memorable landscape is enough. keep your players' interest. If one encounter comes at the adventurers from the front, the next one might Use the landscape to set the mood and tone for your come at them from above or
behind. If an encounter adventure. In one forest , close-set trees shroud all features stealthy monsters, a character tending to the light and seem to watch the adventurers as they pass. party's pack animals might get the first indication that In another, sunlight streams through the leaves above monsters are near when a pony whickers nervously. If
and flower-laden vines twine up every trunk. Signs an encounter features loud monsters, the party might of corruption-rotting wood, foul-smelling water, and have the option to hide or set an ambush. One group of rocks covered with slimy brown moss- can be a signal monsters might attack the party on sight, and another that the adventurers are
drawing close to the site of evil might allow safe passage for food. power that is their destination or can provide clues to the nature of the threats to be found there. Reward characters for searching while they travel by providing things for them to find. Broken statues, tracks, CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVIRONMENTSrro6abandoned campsites,
and other finds can add flavor to WILDERNESS FEATURESyour world, foreshadow future encounters or events, orprovide hooks for further adventures. o wilderness map is complete without a few settlements, strongholds, ruins, and other sites worthy A wilderness journey might take multiple sessions to of discovery. A dozen such locations scattered
over anplay out. That said, if the wilderness journey includes a rea roughly 50 miles across is a good start.long periods with no encounters, use the travel-montageapproach to bridge gaps between encounters. Mo STER LAIRS A wilderness area approximately 50 miles across canMAPPING A WILDERNESS support roughly a half-dozen monster lairs,
but probably no more than one apex predator such as a dragon.In contrast to a dungeon , an outdoor setting presentsseemingly limitless options. The adventurers can move If you expect the characters to explore a monster'sin any direction over a trackless desert or an open lair, you'll need to find or create an appropriate map forgrassland, so how do
you as the DM deal with all the the lair and stock the lair as you would a dungeon .possible locations and events that might make up awilderness campaign? What if you design an encounter MONUMENTSin a desert oasis, but the characters miss the oasis In places where civilization rules or once ruled,because they wander off course? How do you
avoid adventurers might find monuments built to honor greatcreating a boring play session of uninterrupted slogging leaders, gods, and cultures. Use the Monuments tableacross a rocky wasteland? for inspiration, or randomly roll to determine what monument the adventurers stumble upon. One solution is to think of an outdoor setting in thesame
way you think about a dungeon. Even the most MONUMENTSwide-open terrain presents clear pathways. Roadsseldom run straight because they follow the contours d20 Monumentof the land, finding the most level or otherwise easiestroutes across uneven ground. Valleys and ridges l Sealed burial mound or pyramidchannel travel in certain
directions. Mountain ranges 2 Plundered burial mound or pyramidpresent forbidding barriers traversed only by remote 3 Faces carved into a mountainside or cliffpasses. Even the most trackless desert reveals favored 4 Giant statues carved out of a mountainside or cliffroutes, where explorers and caravan drivers have S-6 Intact obe lisk etched with a
warning, historicaldiscovered areas of wind-blasted rock that are easier to lore, dedication , or religious iconographytraverse than shifting sand. 7-8 Ruined or toppled obelisk 9-10 Intact statue of a person or deity If the party veers off track, you might be able to 11-13 Ruined or toppled statue of a person or deityrelocate one or more of your planned
encounters Great stone wall, intact, with tower fortificationselsewhere on the map to ensure that the time spent 14 spaced at one-mile intervalspreparing those encounters doesn't go to waste. Great stone wall in ruins 15 Great stone arch Chapter 1 discusses the basics of creating a 16 Fountainwilderness map at three different scales to help 17 Intact
circle of standing stonesyou design your world and the starting area of your 18 Ruined or toppled circle of standing stonescampaign. Especially when you get down to province 19 Totem polescale (1 hex= 1 mile), think about paths of travel- roads, 20passes, ridges and valleys, and so on-that can guidecharacter movement across your map.
RUINSMOVEMENT ON THE MAP Crumbling towers, ancient temples, and razed cities are perfect sites for adventures. Additionally, noting theNarrate wilderness travel at a level of detail appropriate existence of an old, crumbling wall that runs alongside ato the map you're using. If you're tracking hour-by-hour road, a sagging stone windmill on a
hilltop, or a jumblemovement on a province-scale map (1 hex= 1 mile), of standing stones can add texture to your wilderness.you can describe each hamlet the adventurers pass.At this scale, you can assume that the characters find SETTLEMENTSa noteworthy location when they enter its hex unl~ ss Settlements exist in places where food , water,
farmland ,the site is specifically hidden. The characters might not and building materials are abundant. A civilizedwalk directly up to the front door of a ruined castle when province roughly 50 miles across might have one city, athey enter a hex, but they can find old paths, outlying few rural towns, and a scattering of villages and tradingruins, and
other signs of its presence in the area. posts. An uncivilized area might have a single trading post that stands at the edge of a wild frontier, but no If you're tracking a journey of several days on a larger settlements.kingdom-scale map (1 hex= 6 miles), don't bother withdetails too small to appear on your map. It's enough In addition to settlements, a
province might containfor the players to know that on the third day of their ruined villages and towns that are either abandoned orjourney, they cross a river and the land starts rising serve as lairs for marauding bandits and monsters.before them, and that they reach the mountain pass twodays later.CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE
ENVIRONMENTSSTRONGHOLDSStrongholds provide the local population with protectionin times of trouble. The number of strongholds in anarea depends on the dominant society, the population ,the strategic importance or vulnerability of the region,and the wealth of the land.WEIRD LOCALESWeird locales make the fantastic and the
supernaturalan intrinsic part of your wilderness adventures.WEIRD LOCALES d20 Locale 1-2 Dead magic zone (si milar to an antimagicfi eld) 3 Wi ld magic zone (roll on the Wi ld Magic Surge table in the Player's Handbook whenever a spell is 4 cast with in the zone) 5 Boulder carved with talking faces 6 Crystal cave that mystically answers questions
7-8 Ancient tree containing a trapped spirit Battlefield where lingering fog occas ionall y9-10 assumes humanoid forms 11 Permanent portal to another plane of existence 12 Wishing we ll 13 Giant crystal shard protruding from the ground Wrecked ship, which might be nowhere near water14-15 Haunted hill or barrow mound 16 River ferry guided by
a skeletal captain 17 Field of petrified soldiers or other creatures 18 Forest of petrified or awakened trees 19 Can yon containing a dragon s' graveyard 20 Floating earth mote with a tower on itWILDERNESS SURVIVALAdve nturing in the wilderness presents a host ofperils beyond the threats of monstrous predators and avage raiders.WEATHERYou
can pick weather to fit your campaign or roll on theWeather table to determine the weather for a given day,adj usting for the terrain and season as appropriate.WEATH ER d20 Temperature1-14 Normal for the season15-17 1d4 x 10 degrees Fahrenheit colder than normal18- 20 1d4 x 10 degrees Fahrenheit hotter th an normal d20 Wind1-1 2 None13
-17 Light18-20 Strong d20 Precipitation1-12 None13-17 Light rain or light snowfall18-20 Heavy rai n or heavy sn owfall CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVIRONMENTSEXTREME COLD The other hazards presented here can be identifiedWhenever the temperature is at or below 0 degrees with a successful Intelligence (Nature) check. Use
theFahrenheit, a creature exposed to the cold must succeed guidelines in chapter 8 to set an appropriate DC for anyon a DC 10 Constitution saving throw at the end of each check made to spot or recognize a hazard.hour or gain one level of exhaustion. Creatures withresistance or immunity to cold damage automatically DESECRATED
GROUNDsucceed on the saving throw, as do creatures wearing Some cemeteries and catacombs are imbued with thecold weather gear (thick coats, gloves, and the like) and unseen traces of ancient evil. An area of desecratedcreatures naturally adapted to cold climates. ground can be any size, and a detect evil and good spellEXTREME HEAT cast
within range reveals its presence.When the temperature is at or above 100 degreesFahrenheit, a creature exposed to the heat and Undead standing on desecrated ground havewithout access to drinkable water must succeed on adva ntage on all saving throws.a Constitution saving throw at the end of each houror gain one level of exhaustion. The DC
is 5 for the A vial of holy water purifies a 10-foot-square area of desecrated ground when sprinkled on it, and a hallowfirst hour and increases by 1 for each additional hour. spell purifies desecrated ground within its area.Creatures wearing medium or heavy armor, or who areclad in heavy clothing, have disadvantage on the saving FRIGID
WATERthrow. Creatures with resistance or immunity to fire A creature can be immersed in frigid water for adamage automatically succeed on the saving throw, as number of minutes equal to its Constitution score beforedo creatures naturally adapted to hot climates. suffering any ill effects. Each additional minute spent in frigid water requires the
creature to succeed on aSTRONG WIND DC 10 Constitution saving throw or gain one level ofA strong wind imposes disadvantage on ranged weapon exhaustion. Creatures with resistance or immunity toattack rolls and Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on cold damage automatically succeed on the saving throw.hearing. A strong wind also
extinguishes open flames, as do creatures that are naturally adapted to living indisperses fog, and makes flying by nonmagical means ice-cold water.nearly impossible. A flying creature in a strong windmust land at the end of its turn or fall. QUICKSAND A quicksand pit covers the ground in roughly a 10-foot- A strong wind in a desert can create a
sandstorm that square area and is usually 10 feet deep. When a creatureimposes disadvantage on Wisdom (Perception) checksthat rely on sight. enters the area, it sinks ld4 + 1 feet into the quicksand and becomes restrained. At the start of each of theHEAVY PRECIPITATION creature's turns, it sinks another 1d4 feet. As long asEverything within an
area of heavy rain or heavy the creature isn't completely submerged in quicksand,snowfall is lightly obscured, and creatures in the area it can escape by using its action and succeeding on ahave disadvantage on Wisdom (Perception) checks that Strength check. The DC is 10 plus the number of feetrely on sight. Heavy rain also extinguishes open
flames the creature has sunk into the quicksand. A creatureand imposes disadvantage on Wisdom (Perception) that is completely submerged in quicksand can't breathechecks that rely on hearing. (see the suffocation rules in the Player's Handbook).HIGH ALTITUDE A creature can pull another creature within its reach out of a quicksand pit by using
its action and succeeding--------------~------------------ on a Strength check. The DC is 5 plus the number ofTraveling at altitudes of 10,000 feet or higher above feet the target creature has sunk into the quicksand.sea level is taxing for a creature that needs to breathe,because of the reduced amount of oxygen in the RAZORVINEair. Each hour such a
creature spends traveling at Razorvine is a plant that grows in wild tangles andhigh altitude counts as 2 hours for the purpose of hedges. It also clings to the sides of buildings anddetermining how long that creature can travel. other surfaces as ivy does. A 10-foot-high, 10-foot-wide, 5-foot-thick wall or hedge of razorvine has AC 11, 25 Breathing
creatures can become acclimated to a high hit points, and immunity to bludgeoning, piercing, andaltitude by spending 30 days or more at this elevation. psychic damage.Breathing creatures can't become acclimated toelevations above 20,000 feet unless they are native to When a creature comes into direct contact withsuch environments. razorvine for
the first time on a turn, the creature must succeed on a DC 10 Dexterity saving throw orWILDERNESS HAZARDS take 5 (1d10) slashing damage from the razorvine's bladelike thorns.This section describes a few examples of hazards thatadventurers might encounter in the wilderness. SLIPPERY IcE Slippery ice is difficult terrain. When a creature
moves Some hazards, such as slippery ice and razorvine, onto slippery ice for the first time on a turn, it mustrequire no ability check to spot. Others, such as succeed on a DC 10 Dexterity (Acrobatics) check ordefiled ground, are undetectable by normal senses. fall prone.no CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVJRONMENTSTHIN leE FooD AND
WATERThin ice has a weight tolerance of 3d10 x 10 pounds per10-foot-square area. Whenever the total weight on an The food and water requirements noted in the Player'sarea of thin ice exceeds its tolerance, the ice in that area Handbook are for characters. Horses and otherbreaks. All creatures on broken ice fall through. creatures require
different quantities of food and water per day based on their size. Water needs are doubled ifFORAGING the weather is hot.Characters can gather food and water as the party FooD AND WATER NEEDStravels at a normal or slow pace. A foraging charactermakes a Wisdom (Survival) check whenever you call for Creature Size Food per Day Water per
Dayit, with the DC determined by the abundance of food and Tin y 1/4 pound 1/4 gallonwater in the region. Small 1 pound 1 gallon Med ium 1 pound 1 gallonFoRAGING DCs DC Large 4 pounds 4 gallons 10 Hu ge 16 pounds 16 gal lon s Food and Water Availability 15 Gargantuan 64 pounds 64 gallons Ab undant food and water sou rces 20 Li mited
food and water sources BECOMING LOSTVe ry little, if an y, food and water so urces Unless they are following a path, or something like it, If multiple characters forage, each character makes adventurers traveling in the wilderness run the risk ofa separate check. A foraging character finds nothing becoming lost. The party's navigator makes a
Wisdomon a failed check. On a successful check, roll ld6 +the (Survival) check when you decide it's appropriate,character's Wisdom modifier to determine how much against a DC determined by the prevailing terrain, asfo od (in pounds) the character finds, then repeat the roll shown on the Wilderness Navigation table. If the partyfo r water (in
gallons). is moving at a slow pace, the navigator gains a +5 bonus to the check, a nd a fast pace imposes a - 5 penalty. If the party has an accurate map of the region or can see the sun or stars, the navigator has advantage on the check. CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVIRONMENTS liTIf the Wisdom (Survival) check succeeds, the party NOTABLE
TRAITStravels in the desired direction without becoming lost.If the check fails, the party inadvertently travels in the d20 Traitwrong direction and becomes lost. The party's navigator Canals in place of streetscan repeat the check after the party spends ld6 hourstrying to get back on course. 2 Massive statue or monu ment 3 Grand
templeWILDERNESS NAVIGATION DC 4 Large fortress 15 5 Verdant parks and orchards Terrain 6 River divides town Forest, jungle, swamp, mountains, or open sea 10 7 Major trade center with overcast skies and no land in sight 8 Headquarters of a power ful family or gu ild Arctic, desert, hills, or open sea wit h clear skies 5 9 Population mostly
wealthy and no land in sight 10 Destitute , rundown Grassland , meadow, farmland 11 Awful smell (tanneries , open sewers)SETTLEMENTS 12 Center of trade for one specific goodA village, town, or city makes an excellent backdrop for 13 Site of many battlesan adventure. The adventurers might be called on totrack down a criminal who's gone into
hiding, solve a 14 Site of a mythic or magical eventmurder, take out a gang of wererats or doppelgangers,or protect a settlement under siege. 15 Important library or archive When creating a settlement for your campaign, focus 16 Worship of all gods bannedon the locations that are most relevant to the advent ure. 17 Sinister reputationDon't worry
about naming every street and identifying 18 Notable library or academythe inhabitants of every building; that way lies madness. 19 Site of important tomb or graveyard 20 Built atop ancient ruinsRANDOM SETTLEMENTS KNOWN FOR ITS ••• d20 FeatureThe following tables allow you to quickly create asettlement. They assume that you've already
determined d20 Feature 11 Pietyits size and its basic form of government. 12 Gambling Delicious cuisine 13 GodlessnessRACE RELATIONS 14 Educati on 2 Rude people 15 Wines d20 Result 3 Greedy merchants 16 High fashion Harmony 4 Artists and writers 17 Political intrigue1-10 Tension or ri val ry 5 Great herojsavior 18 Powerfu l guilds11 - 14
Racial majority are conquerors 6 Flowe rs 19 Strong drink15-16 Racial minority are rulers 7 Hordes of beggars 20 Patrioti sm Racial minority are refugees 8 Tough warriors 17 Racial majority oppresses minority 9 Dark magic 18 Racial minority oppresses majority 10 Decadence 19 20 CURRENT CALAMITYRULER'S STATUS d20 Calamity d20 Ruler
Suspected vampire infestation Respected, fair, and just 2 New cult seeks converts 1-5 Feared tyrant 3 Important figure died (murder suspected) Weakling manipulated by others 4 War between rival thieves' gu ild s 6-8 Ill egitimate ruler, simme ring civil war Ruled or controlled by a powerful monster 5-6 Plague or famine (sparks riots) 9 Mysterious,
anonymous cabal 7 Corrupt officials 10 Contested leadership, open fighting 11 Cabal seized power openly 8-9 Marauding monsters Doltish lout 10 Powe rful wizard has moved into town 12 On deathbed, claimants compete for power 11 Economic depression (trade disrupted) Iron-willed but respected 12 Floodi ng 13 Religious leader 14 13 Undead
stirring in cemeteries 15 14 Prophecy of doom 16 15 Brink of war17-18 16 Internal strife (leads to anarchy)19-20 17 Besieged by enemies 18 Scandal threatens powerful families 19 Dungeon discovered (adventurers flock to town) 20 Religi ous sect s struggle for power CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVIRONMENTSII2RANDOM BUILDINGS d20 Type
1-5 Quiet, low-key barPulse-pounding chases and harrowing escapes within 6-9 Raucous divethe confines of a town or city can sometimes force 10 Thieves' guild hangoutcharacters to dash into buildings. When you need to 11 Gathering place for a secret societyflesh out a building quickly, roll on the Building Type 12-13 Upper-class dining clubtable.
Then roll on the table corresponding to that 14- 15 Gambling denbuilding to add further detail. 16-17 Caters to specific race or guild 18 Members-only club If a roll makes no sense considering where the 19-20 Brothelcharacters are (such as a lavish mansion in a rundownpart of town), you can always roll again or simply choose TAVERN NAME
GENERATORanother result. However, such unexpected results canprompt creativity and memorable locations that helpmake your urban encounters distinct.BU ILDING TYPE d20 First Part Second Part The Silver Eel d20 Type Dolphin1-10 Residence (roll once on the Residence table) 2 The Golden Dwarf11-12 Religious (roll once on the Religious
Buildin g table) 3 The Staggering Pegasus13-15 Tavern (roll once on the Tavern table and twice on 4 The Laughin g Pony the Tavern Name Generator table) 5 The Prancing Rose16-17 Warehouse (roll once on the Wa reh ouse table) 6 The Gilded Stag18-20 Shop (roll once on the Shop table) 7 The Running Wolf 8 The Howling LambRE SIDENCE 9 The
Slaughtered Demon 10 Th e Leering Goat d20 Type 11 The Drunken Spirit 1-2 Abandoned squat 12 Th e Leaping Horde 3-8 M iddle-class home 13 The Roaring jester9-10 Upper-class home 14 Th e Frowning Mountain11 - 15 Crowded tenement 15 The Lonely Eagle16-17 Orphanage 16 The Wande rin g Satyr 18 Hidden slavers' den 17 The Mysterious
Dog 19 Front for a secret cult 18 Th e Barking Spider 20 Lavis h, guarded mansion 19 The Black Star 20 The GleamingRELI GIOUS BUILDING WAREHOUSE d20 Type d20 Type1-10 Temple to a good or neutral deity 1-4 Empty or abandoned11 -12 Temple to a false deity (run by cha rlatan priests) 5-6 Heavily guarded , expensive goods Home of
ascetics 7-10 Cheap goods 13 Abandoned shrine 11-14 Bul k goods14-15 Library dedicated to religious study 15 Live animals16-17 Hidden shrine to a fiend or an evi l de ity 16-17 Weaponsf armor18-20 18-19 Goods from a distant land 20 Secret smuggler's den HAPTER 5 o\DVE T RE L \IRQ -.IL'T 113SHOP Type d20 Type precedent and evidence until
the judge makes Pawnshop a decision . with or without the aid of spells or d20 Herbs/incense 11 Smithy interrogation. Others are decided with a trial by ordeal Fruitsfv egetabl es 12 Carpenter or trial by combat. If the evidence against the accused 2 Dried meats is overwhelming, a magistrate or local lord can forgo a 3 Pottery 13 Weaver trial and
skip right to the sentencing. 4 Undertaker 14 Jeweler 5 Books 15 Baker SE NTENC ES 6 Moneylender 16 Mapmaker A settlement might have a jail to hold accused criminals 7 Weaponsfarmor 17 Tailor awaiting trial, but few settlements have prisons to 8 Chandler 18 Ropemaker incarcerate convicted criminals. A person found guilty 9 19 Mason of a
crime is usually fined , condemned to forced labor 10 20 Scribe for a period of several months or years, exiled, or executed, depending on the magnitude of the crime.MAPPING A SETTLEMENT RANDOM URBAN ENCOUNTERSWhen you draw a map for a settlement in your game,don't worry about the placement of every building, and The Random
Urban Encounters table is useful forconcentrate instead on the major features. city- and town-based adventures. Check for a random encounter at least once per day, and once at night if For a village, sketch out the roads, including trade the characters are out and about. Reroll the result if itroutes leading beyond the village and roads that connect
doesn't make sense given the time of day.outlying farms to the village center. Note the location ofthe village center. If the adventurers visit specific places RANDOM URBAN ENCOUNTERSin the village, mark those spots on your map. dl2 + d8 Encounter For towns and cities, note major roads and waterways 2 Animal s on the looseas well as
surrounding terrain. Outline the walls 3 Announcementand mark the locations of features you know will be 4 Brawlimportant: the lord's keep, significant temples, and 5 Bulliesthe like. For cities, add internal walls and think about 6 Co mpanionthe personality of each ward. Give the wards names 7 Contestreflecting their personalities, which also
identify 8 Cor-p s ethe kinds of trades that dominate the neighborhood 9 Draft(Tannery Square, Temple Row), a geographical 10 Drun kcharacteristic (Hilltop, Riverside), or a dominant site 11 Fire(the Lords' Quarter). 12 Found trinket 13 Guard harassmentURBAN ENCOUNTERS 14 Pick poc ket 15 ProcessionAlthough they hold the promise of safety,
cities and 16 Protest 17 Runaway carttowns can be just as dangerous as the darkest dungeon. 18 Shady tran sactio n 19 SpectacleEvil hides in plain sight or in dark corners. Sewers, 20 Urch inshadowy alleys, slums, smoke-filled taverns, dilapidatedtenements, and crowded marketplaces can quickly turninto battlegrounds. On top of that, adventurers
mustlearn to behave themselves, lest they attract unwantedattention from local authorities. ·That said, characters who don't go looking for trouble Animals on the Loose. The characters see one or more unexpected animals loose in the street. Thiscan take advantage of all the benefits that a settlement challenge could be anything from a pack of
baboons to an escaped circus bear, tiger, or elephant.has to offer. Announcement. A herald, town crier, mad person,LAW AND ORDER or other individual makes an announcement on a street corner for all to hear. The announcement mightWhether a settlement has a police force depends on its foreshadow some upcoming event (such as a publicsize
and nature. A lawful, orderly city might have a city execution), communicate important information to thewatch to maintain order and a trained militia to defend general masses (such as a new royal decree), or convey aits walls, and a frontier town might rely on adventurers dire omen or warning.or its citizenry to apprehend criminals and fend
offattackers. Brawl. A brawl erupts near the adventurers. It could be a tavern brawl; a battle between rival factions,TRIALS families, or gangs in the city; or a struggle betweenIn most settlements, trials are overseen by magistrates city guards and criminals. The characters could beor local lords. Some trials are argued, with theconflicting parties or
their advocates presentingCHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVIRONMENTS/ ~~I , ,.." /witnesses, hit by stray arrow fire, or mistaken for U DERWATERmembers of one group and attacked by the other. S ee chapter 9 of the Player's Handbook for rules on Bullies. The characters witness ld4 + 2 bullies underwater combat.harassing an out-of-towner (use
the commoner statisticsin the Monster Manual for all of them). A bully flees as RANDOM UNDERSEA ENCOUNTERSsoon as he or she takes any amount of damage. You can check for random undersea encounters as often Companion. One or more characters are approached as you would check for them on land (see chapter 3). Theby a local who
takes a friendly interest in the party's Random Undersea Encounters table presents severalactivities. As a twist, the would-be companion might be intriguing options. You can either roll on the table for aa spy sent to gather information on the adventurers. random result or choose whichever one works best. Contest. The adventurers are drawn into an
RANDOM UNDERSEA ENCOUNTERSimpromptu contest-anything from an intellectual testto a drinking competition-or witness a duel. dl2 + d8 Encounter 2 Sunken ship covered in barnacles (25 percent Corpse. The adventurers find a humanoid corpse. chance that the ship contains treasure; roll Draft. The characters are drafted by a member of the
3 randomly on the treasure tables in chapter 7)city or town watch, who needs their help to deal with an Sunken ship with reef sharks (shallow waters) orimmediate problem. As a twist, the member of the watch 4 hunter sharks (deep waters) circling around it (50might be a disguised criminal trying to lure the party percent chance that the ship
contains treasure;into an ambush (use the thug statistics in the Monster 5 roll randomly on the treasure tables in chapter 7)Manual for the criminal and his or her cohorts). Bed of giant oysters (each oyster has a 1 percent Drunk. A tipsy drunk staggers toward a random party 6 chance of having a giant 5,000 gp pearl inside)member, mistaking him or
her for someone else. 7 Underwater steam vent (25 percent chance that Fire. A fire breaks out, and the characters have a 8 the vent is a portal to the Elemental Plane of Fire)chance to help put out the flames before it spreads. 9 Sunken ruin (uninhabited) Found Trinket. The characters find a random trinket. 10 Sunken ruin (inhabited or haunted)You
can determine the trinket by rolling on the Trinkets 11 Sunken statue or monolithtable in the Player's Handbook. Friendly and curious giant sea horse Guard Harassment. The adventurers are cornered 12 Patrol offriendly merfolkby ld4 + 1 guards eager to throw their weight around. If Patrol of hostile merrow (coastal waters) orthreatened, the
guards call out for help and might attract 13 sahuagin (deep waters)the attention of other guards or citizens nearby. 14 Enormous kelp bed (roll again on the table to Pickpocket. A thief (use the spy statistics in the 15 determine what's hidden in the kelp bed)Monster Manual) tries to steal from a random character. 16 Undersea cave
(empty)Characters whose passive Wisdom (Perception) scores 17 Undersea cave (sea hag lair)are equal to or greater than the thief's Dexterity (Sleight 18 Undersea cave (merfolk lair)of Hand) check total catch the theft in progress. 19 Undersea cave (giant octopus lair) Procession. The adventurers encounter a group of 20 Undersea cave (dragon
turtle lair)citizens either parading in celebration or forming a Bronze dragon searching for treasurefuneral procession. Storm giant walking on the ocean floor Protest. The adventurers see a group of citizens Sunken treasure chest (25 percent chance thatpeacefully protesting a new law or decree. A handful of it contains something of value; roll
treasureguards maintain order. randomly using the tables in chapter 7) Runaway Cart. A team of horses pulling a wagonraces through the city streets. The adventurers must SwiMMINGavoid the horses. If they stop the wagon, the owner (whois running behind the cart) is grateful. Unless aided by magic, a character can't swim for a Shady
Transaction. The characters witness a shady full 8 hours per day. After each hour of swimming, atransaction between two cloaked figures. character must succeed on a DC 10 Constitution saving Spectacle. The characters witness a form of public throw or gain one level of exhaustion.entertainment, such as a talented bard's impersonationof a royal
personage, a street circus, a puppet show, A creature that has a swimming speed-including aa flashy magic act, a royal visit, or a public execution. character with a ring ofswimming or similar magic- Urchin. A street urchin gloms onto the adventurers can swim all day without penalty and uses the normaland follows them around until frightened off.
forced march rules in the Player's Handbook.UNUSUAL ENVIRONMENTS Swimming through deep water is similar to traveling at high altitudes, because of the water's pressure andTraveling through the wilderness doesn't always mean cold temperature. For a creature without a swimmingan overland trek. Adventurers might ply the open sea in
speed, each hour spent swimming at a depth greatera caravel or an elemental-powered galleon, soar through than 100 feet counts as 2 hours for the purpose ofthe air on hippogriffs or a carpet offlying , or ride giantsea horses to coral palaces deep beneath the sea.u6 CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVIRONMENTSdetermining exhaustion. Swimming
for an hour at a THE SEAdepth greater than 200 feet counts as 4 hours. Characters can row a boat for 8 hours per day, or can N DERWATER VISIBILITY row longer at the risk of exhaustion (as per the rules for a forced march in chapter 8 of the Player's Handbook). A\'isibility underwater depends on water clarity and the fully crewed sailing vessel
can sail all day, assuming itsavailable light. Unless the characters have light sources, sailors work in shifts.use the Underwater Encounter Distance table todetermine the distance at which characters underwater NAVIGATIONbecome aware of a possible encounter. Seagoing vessels stay close to shore when they can,UN DERWATER ENCOUNTER
DISTANCE because navigation is easier when landmarks are visible. As long as a ship is within sight of land, thereCreature Size Encounter Distance is no chance of the vessel becoming lost. Otherwise, a 0Clear water, bright light ship's navigator must rely on dead reckoning (trackingClea r water, dim ligh t 60ft.Mu rky water or no light 30ft. 10ft.
0the direction and distance of the ship's travel) or the sun RANDOM ENCOUNTERS AT SEAand the stars. dl2 + d8 Encounter Use the Wilderness Navigation table earlier in this 2 Ghost shipchapter to determine whether a ship veers off course. 3 Friendly and curious bronze dragon 4 Whirlpool (25 percent chance that the whirlpoo l isRANDOM
ENCOUNTERS AT SEA a portal to the Elemental Plane of Water)You can check for random encounters at sea as often 5 Merfolk tradersas you would check for them on land (see chapter 3 for 6 Passing warship (friendly or hostile)more information). The Random Encounters at Sea 7-8 Pirate ship (hostile)table presents a number of options and ideas.
9-10 Passing merchant ship (galley or sailing ship) 11-12 Killer whale sighting SHIPWRECKS 13-14 Floating debris 15 Longship crewed by hostile berserkers A shipwreck is a plot device that can be used sparingly to 16 Hostile griffons or harpies great effect, particularly if you want the characters to be 17 Iceberg (easily avoided if seen from a
distance) washed ashore on some monster-infested island or (in the 18 Sahuagin boarding party case of an airship) dropped in the middle of some exotic 19 NPC in the water (clinging to floating debris) land. There aren't rules for determining when a shipwreck 20 Sea monster (such as a dragon turtle or kraken) happens; it happens when you want or
need it to happen. WEATHER AT S EA Even the strongest seafaring ship can founder in a storm, run aground on rocks or reefs , sink during a pirate attack, or Use the Weather table earlier in this chapter when be dragged underwater by a sea monster. A storm orhungry checking for weather at sea. dragon can lay waste to an airship just as easily. A
shipwreck has the potential to change the direction of a campaign . It If weather conditions indicate both a strong wind isn't, however, a particularly good way to kill off characters or and heavy rain, they combine to create a storm with end a campaign . high waves. A crew caught in a storm loses sight of all landmarks (unless there's a lighthouse or
other bright If you and your campaign conspire to wreck a ship on feature), and ability checks made to navigate during the which the characters are traveling, it is assumed that the storm have disadvantage. characters survive with the equipment they were wearing or carrying still in their possession. The fate of any N PCs and cargo aboard the
wrecked ship is entirely up to you.CHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVIRONMENTSAIRBORNE AND WATERBORNE VEHICLESShip Cost Speed Crew Passengers Cargo (tons) AC HP Damage ThresholdAir s h i p 20,000 gp 8 mph 10 20 1 l3 300Gall ey 30,000 gp 4 mph 80 15 500 20Ke elboat 1 mph 6 150 15 100 10Lo ngship 3,000 gp 3 mph 40 150 1/2 15
300 15Row b o a t 10,000 gp ll/2 mph 1 10 ll 50Sai ling ship 2 mph 20 3 15 300 15Warship 50 gp 21/2 mph 60 20 100 15 500 20 10,000 gp 60 200 25,000 gp In a dead calm (no wind), ships can't move under sail THE SKYand must be rowed. A ship sailing against a strong windmoves at half speed. Flying characters can move from one place to another
in a relatively straight line, ignoring terrain and monsters ISIBILITY that can't fly or that lack ranged attacks.A relatively calm sea offers great visibility. From acrow's nest, a lookout can spot another ship or a Flying by spell or magic item works the same as travel on foot, as described in the Player's Handbook. A oastline up to 10 miles away,
assuming clear skies. creature that serves as a flying mount must rest 1 hourOvercast skies reduce that distance by half. Rain and for every 3 hours it flies , and it can't fly for more than-og reduce visibility just as they do on land. 9 hours per day. Thus, characters mounted on griffons (which have a flying speed of 80 feet) can travel at 8OWNING A
SHIP miles per hour, covering 72 miles over 9 hours with twoAt some point in your campaign, the adventurers 1-hour-long rests over the course of the day. Mounts thatmight gain custody of a ship. They might purchase or don't tire (such as a flying construct) aren't subject tocapture one or receive one to carry out a mission. It's this limitation.up to
you whether a ship is available for purchase, andyou have the power to deprive the adventurers of a hip at any time should it become a nuisance (see the-Shipwrecks" sidebar). Crew. A ship needs a crew of skilled hirelings to"unction. As per the Player 's Handbook, one skilledhireling costs at least 2 gp per day. The minimumnumber of ski lled
hirelings needed to crew a shipdepends on the type of vessel, as shown in the Airborneand Waterborne Vehicles table. You can track the loyalty of individual crew membersor the crew as a whole using the optional loyalty rulesin chapter 4. If at least half the crew becomes disloyalduring a voyage, the crew turns hostile and stages amutiny. If the ship
is berthed , disloyal crew membersleave the ship and never return. Passengers. The table indicates the number of Smalland Medium passengers the ship can accommodate.Accommodations consist of shared hammocks in tightquarters. A ship outfitted with private accommodationscan carry one-fifth as many passengers. A passenger is usually
expected to pay 5 sp per dayfor a hammock, but prices can vary from ship to ship. A mall private cabin usually costs 2 gp per day. Cargo. The table indicates the maximum tonnageeach kind of ship can carry. Damage Threshold. A ship has immunity to alldamage unless it takes an amount of damage equal to orgreater than its damage threshold, in
which case it takesdamage as normal. Any damage that fails to meet orexceed the damage threshold is considered superficialand doesn't reduce the ship's hit points. Ship Repair. Repairs to a damaged ship can be made. hile the vessel is berthed. Repairing 1 hit point of amage requires 1 day and costs 20 gp for materialsand labor.• • •• As
adventurers travel through the air, SIN PLAYrandom encounters as you normally would. lgnore-.,...,,~-result that indicates a non-flying monster, unless the When adventurers come across a trap, you need to knowcharacters are flying close enough to the ground to be how the trap is triggered and what it does, as well as thetargeted by non-flying
creatures making ranged attacks. possibility for the characters to detect the trap and toCharacters have normal chances to spot creatures on disable or avoid it.the ground and can decide whether to engage them. TRIGGERING A TRAPTRAPS Most traps are triggered when a creature goesTraps can be found almost anywhere. One wrong step
somewhere or touches something that the trap's creatorin an ancient tomb might trigger a series of scything wanted to protect. Common triggers include stepping onblades, which cleave through armor and bone. The a pressure plate or a false section of floor, pulling a tripseemingly innocuous vines that hang over a cave wire, turning a doorknob, and
using the wrong key in aentrance might grasp and choke anyone who pushes lock. Magic traps are often set to go off when a creaturethrough them. A net hidden among the trees might drop enters an area or touches an object. Some magicon travelers who pass underneath. In the D&D game, traps (such as the glyph of warding spell) have
moreunwary adventurers can fall to their deaths, be burned complicated trigger conditions, including a passwordalive, or fall under a fusillade of poisoned darts. that prevents the trap from activating. A trap can be either mechanical or magical in DETECTING AND DISABLING A TRAPnature. Mechanical traps include pits, arrowtraps, falling blocks,
water-filled rooms, whirling Usually, some element of a trap is visible to carefulblades, and anything else that depends on inspection. Characters might notice an uneven flagstonea mechanism to operate. Magic traps are either that conceals a pressure plate, spot the gleam of light offmagical device traps or spell traps. Magical device a trip wire,
notice small holes in the walls from whichtraps initiate spell effects when activated. Spell traps jets of flame will erupt, or otherwise detect somethingare spells such as glyph ofwarding and symbol that that points to a trap's presence.function as traps. A trap's description specifies the checks and DCs needed to detect it, disable it, or both. A
characterCHAPTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVIRONMENTSactively looking for a trap can attempt a Wisdom and deep pits. The deadliest traps combine multiple(Perception) check against the trap's DC. You can elements to kill, injure, contain, or drive off any creaturealso compare the DC to detect the trap with each unfortunate enough to trigger them. A
trap's descriptioncharacter's passive Wisdom (Perception) score to specifies what happens when it is triggered.determine whether anyone in the party notices thetrap in passing. If the adventurers detect a trap before The attack bonus of a trap, the save DC to resist itstriggering it, they might be able to disarm it, either effects, and the damage it
deals can vary depending onpermanently or long enough to move past it. You might the trap's severity. Use the Trap Save DCs and Attackcall for an Intelligence (Investigation) check for a Bonuses table and the Damage Severity by Level tablecharacter to deduce what needs to be done, followed for suggestions based on three levels of trap severity.by
a Dexterity check using thieves' tools to perform thenecessary sabotage. A trap intended to be a setback is unlikely to kill or seriously harm characters of the indicated levels, Any character can attempt an Intelligence (Arcana) whereas a dangerous trap is likely to seriously injurecheck to detect or disarm a magic trap, in addition to (and potentially
kill) characters of the indicatedany other checks noted in the trap's description. The levels. A deadly trap is likely to kill characters of theDCs are the same regardless of the check used. In indicated levels.addition, dispel magic has a chance of disabling mostmagic traps. A magic trap's description provides the DC TRAP SAVE DCs AND ATTACK
BoNusEsfor the ability check made when you use dispel magic. Trap Danger Save DC Attack Bonus In most cases, a trap's description is clear enough Setback 10-11 +3 to +5that you can adjudicate whether a character's actions Dangerous 12-15 +6 to +8locate or foil the trap. As with many situations, you Deadly 16-20 +9 to +12shouldn't allow die
rolling to override clever play andgood planning. Use your common sense, drawing on the DAMAGE SEVERITY BY LEVELtrap's description to determine what happens. No trap'sdesign can anticipate every possible action that the Character Level Setback Dangerous Deadlycharacters might attempt. 1st-4th 5th-10th 1d10~ 4d10 You should allow a
character to discover a trap 11th-16thwithout making an ability check if an action would 2d10 4d10 10d10clearly reveal the trap's presence. For example, if a 17th-20t 10d10 18d10character lifts a rug that conceals a pressure plate, 4dl'orhe character has found the trigger and no checkis required. 10d10 18d10 24d10 Foiling traps can be a little more
complicated. COMPLEX TRAPSConsider a trapped treasure chest. If the chest is openedwithout first pulling on the two handles set in its sides, a Complex traps work like standard traps, except oncemechanism inside fires a hail of poison needles toward activated they execute a series of actions each round. Aanyone in front of it. After inspecting the
chest and complex trap turns the process of dealing with a trapmaking a few checks, the characters are still unsure into something more like a combat encounter.if it's trapped. Rather than simply open the chest, theyprop a shield in front of it and push the chest open at When a complex trap activates, it rolls initiative. Thea distance with an iron rod.
In this case, the trap still trap's description includes an initiative bonus. On itsrriggers, but the hail of needles fires harmlessly into turn, the trap activates again, often taking an action. Itthe shield. might make successive attacks against intruders, create Traps are often designed with mechanisms that allowthem to be disarmed or bypassed. Intelligent
monstersthat place traps in or around their lairs need waysro get past those traps without harming themselves. uch traps might have hidden levers that disable theirtriggers, or a secret door might conceal a passage thatgoes around the trap.T RAP EFFECTSThe effects of traps can range from inconvenient todeadly, making use of elements such as
arrows,- pi kes, blades, poison, toxic gas, blasts of fire, APTER 5 I ADVENTURE ENVIRONMENTS l~lan effect that changes over time. or otherwi e produce a fiRE - BREATHL"G --..,_~ ~dynamic cha llenge. Otherw ise, the complex trap can bedetected and disabled or bypassed in the usual ways. Magic trap For example, a trap that causes a room to
slowly This trap is activated when an in- de- tep on aflood works best as a complex trap. On the trap's turn, hidden pressure plate, relea ina a magical gout of fl amethe water level rises. After several rounds, the room is from a nearby statue. The statue can be of anything,completely flooded . including a dragon or a wizard casting a s pell.SAMPLE
TRAPS The DC is 15 to spot the pressure plate, as well as faint scorch marks on the floor and walls. A spell orThe magical and mechanical traps presented here vary other effect that can sense the presence of magic, suchin deadliness and are presented in alphabetical order. as detect magic, reveals an aura of evocation magic around the
statue.COLLAPSING ROOF The trap activates when more than 20 pounds ofMechanical trap weight is placed on the pressure plate, causing the statue to release a 30-foot cone of fire. Each creatureThis trap uses a trip wire to collapse the supports in the fire must make a DC 13 Dexterity saving throw,keeping an unstable section of a ceiling in place.
taking 22 (4d10) fire damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on a successful one. The trip wire is 3 inches off the ground and stretchesbetween two support beams. The DC to spot the trip Wedging an iron spike or other object under thewire is 10. A successful DC 15 Dexterity check using pressure plate prevents the trap from activating.
Athieves' tools disables the trip wire harmlessly. A successful dispel magic (DC 13) cast on the statuecharacter without thieves' tools can attempt this check destroys the trap.with disadvantage using any edged weapon or edgedtool. On a failed check, the trap triggers. PITS Anyone who inspects the beams can easily determine Mechanical trapthat
they are merely wedged in place. As an action,a character can knock over a beam, causing the trap Four basic pit traps are presented here.to trigger. Simple Pit. A simple pit trap is a hole dug in the The ceiling above the trip wire is in bad repair, ground. The hole is covered by a large cloth anchored onand anyone who can see it can tell that it's in
danger the pit's edge and camouflaged with dirt and debris.of collapse. The DC to spot the pit is 10. Anyone stepping on the When the trap is triggered, the unstable ceiling cloth falls through and pulls the cloth down into the pit,collapses. Any creature in the area beneath the unstable taking damage based on the pit's depth (usually 10 feet,section
must succeed on a DC 15 Dexterity saving but some pits are deeper).throw, taking 22 (4d10) bludgeoning damage on a failedsave, or half as much damage on a successful one. Once Hidden Pit. This pit has a cover constructed fromthe trap is \riggered, the floor of the area is filled with material identical to the floor around it.rubble and becomes
difficult terrain. A successful DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) check~~ TFALLING discerns an absence of foot traffic over the section of floor that forms the pit's cover. A successful DCMechanical trap 15 Intelligence (Investigation) check is necessary to confirm that the trapped section of floor is actually theThis trap uses\ trip wire to release a net
suspended cover of a pit.from the ceiling\ . When a creature steps on the cover, it swings open The trip wire,is'J~nches off the ground and stretches like a trapdoor, causing the intruder to spill into the pit below. The pit is usually 10 or 20 feet deep but canbetween two column~r trees. The net is hidden by be deeper.cobwebs or foliage. The IJC to spot
the trip wire and netis 10. A successful DC 15 D~~rity check using thieves' Once the pit trap is detected, an iron spike or similartools breaks the trip wire harmlessly. A character object can be wedged between the pit's cover and the surrounding floor in such a way as to prevent the coverwithout thieves' tools can attem~ this check with from
opening, thereby making it safe to cross. The cover can also be magically held shut using the arcane lockdisadvantage using any edged wea!'lon or edged tool. On spell or similar magic.a failed check, the trap triggers. Locking Pit. This pit trap is identical to a hidden pit When the trap is triggered, the net is released, trap, with one key exception: the
trap door that coverscovering a 10-foot-square area. Those in the area are the pit is spring-loaded. After a creature falls into the pit,trapped under the net and restrained, and those that fail the cover snaps shut to trap its victim inside.a DC 10 Strength saving throw are also knocked prone.A creature can use its action to make a DC 10 Strength A
successful DC 20 Strength check is necessary tocheck, freeing itself or another creature within its reach pry the cover open. The cover can also be smashed openon a success. The net has AC 10 and 20 hit points. (determine the cover's statistics using the guidelinesDealing 5 slashing damage to the net (AC 10) destroys a in chapter 8). A character in
the pit can also attempt to5-foot-square section of it, freeing any creature trapped disable the spring mechanism from the inside with a DCin that section.CHAPTER 5 \ ADVENTURE ENVIRONMENTS15 Dexterity check using thieves' tools, provided that the tools disarms the trap, removing the needle frommechanism can be reached and the character
can see. the lock. Unsuccessfully attempting to pick the lockIn some cases, a mechanism (usually hidden behind a triggers the trap.secret door nearby) opens the pit. ROLLING SPHERE Spiked Pit. This pit trap is a simple, hidden, orlocking pit trap with sharpened wooden or iron spikes Mechanical trapat the bottom. A creature falling into the pit
takes 11(2d10) piercing damage from the spikes, in addition to When 20 or more pounds of pressure are placed on thisany falling damage. Even nastier versions have poison trap's pressure plate, a hidden trapdoor in the ceilingsmeared on the spikes. In that case, anyone taking opens, releasing a 10-foot-diameter rolling sphere ofpiercing damage
from the spikes must also make a solid stone.DC 13 Constitution saving throw, taking an 22 (4d10)poison damage on a failed save, or half as much damage With a successful DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) check,on a successful one. a cb.aracter can spot the trapdoor and pressure plate. . A search of the floor accompanied by a successful DCPOISON
DARTS 15 Intelligence (Investigation) check reveals variations in the mortar and stone that betray the pressure plate'sMechanical trap presence. The same check made while inspecting the ceiling notes variations in the stonework that reveal theWhen a creature steps on a hidden pressure plate, trapdoor. Wedging an iron spike or other object
underpoison-tipped darts shoot from spring-loaded or the pressure plate prevents the trap from activating.pressurized tubes cleverly embedded in the surroundingwalls. An area might include multiple pressure plates, Activation of the sphere requires all creatures presenteach one rigged to its own set of darts. to roll initiative. The sphere rolls
initiative with a +8 bonus. On its turn, it moves 60 feet in a straight line. The tiny holes in the walls are obscured by dust and The sphere can move through creatures' spaces, andcobwebs, or cleverly hidden amid bas-reliefs, murals, or creatures can move through its space, treating it asfrescoes that adorn the walls. The DC tq spot them is difficult
terrain. Whenever the sphere enters a creature's15. With a successful DC 15 Intelligence (Investigation) space or a creature enters its space while it's rolling,check, a character can deduce the presence of the that creature must succeed on a DC 15 Dexterity savingpressure plate from variations in the mortar and throw or take 55 (10d10) bludgeoning
damage and bestone used to create it, compared to the surrounding knocked prone.floo r. Wedging an iron spike or other object under thepressure plate prevents the trap from activating. Stuffing The sphere stops when it hits a wall or similar barrier.the holes with cloth or wax prevents the darts contained It can't go around corners, but smart
dungeon builderswithin from launching. incorporate gentle, curving turns into nearby passages that allow the sphere to keep moving. The trap activates when more than 20 pounds ofweight is placed on the pressure plate, releasing four As an action, a creature within 5 feet of the sphere candarts. Each dart makes a ranged attack with a +8 bonus
attempt to slow it down with a DC 20 Strength check.against a random target within 10 feet of the pressure On a successful check, the sphere's speed is reduced byplate (vision is irrelevant to this attack roll). (If there are 15 feet. If the sphere's speed drops to 0, it stops movingno targets in the area, the darts don't hit anything.) A and is no longer a
threat.ta rget that is hit takes 2 (1d4) piercing damage and must ucceed on a DC 15 Constitution saving throw, taking SPHERE OF ANNIHILATION11 (2d10) poison damage on a failed save, or half asmuch damage on a successful one. Magic trapPOISON NEEDLE Magical, impenetrable darkness fills the gaping mouth of a stone face carved into a
wall. The mouth is 2 feet inJ1echanical trap diameter and roughly circular. No sound issues from it, no light can illuminate the inside of it, and any matterA poisoned needle is hidden within a treasure chest's that enters it is instantly obliterated.lock, or in something else that a creature might open.Opening the chest without the proper key causes the
A successful DC 20 Intelligence (Arcana) checkneedle to spring out, delivering a dose of poison. reveals that the mouth contains a sphere ofannihilation that can't be controlled or moved. It is otherwise When the trap is triggered, the needle extends 3 identical to a normal sphere ofannihilation, asmches straight out from the lock. A creature within
described in chapter 7, "Treasure."range takes 1 piercing damage and 11 (2d10) poison Some versions of the trap include an enchantment amage, and must succeed on a DC 15 Constitution placed on the stone face, such that specified creatures-aving throw or be poisoned for 1 hour. feel an overwhelming urge to approach it and crawl inside its
mouth. This effect is otherwise like the A successful DC 20 Intelligence (Investigation) check sympathy aspect of the antipathy/ sympathy spell.allows a character to deduce the trap's presence from A successful dispel magic (DC 18) removes thisal£erations made to the lock to accommodate the needle. enchantment.__,_ uccessful DC 15 Dexterity
check using thieves'CHAPTER 6: BETWEEN ADVENTURES CAMPAIGN IS MUCH MORE THAN A SERIES OF EXAMPLE 1: THE QUEST OF MANY PARTS ( adventures. It also includes the moments You can tie adventures together using an overarching \ between them-the various distractions and goal that can be fulfilled only by first completing a
series side pursuits that engage the characters of related quests. For example, you could create a villain 125 when they're not exploring the wilderness, who can't be defeated until the characters explore nine plundering dungeons, and gallivanting dungeons in which the Nine Dread Princes reside, witharound the multiverse on some epic quest. each
of these dungeons stocked with enough monsters The natural pace of a campaign offers lulls between and hazards to advance the adventurers two or threeadventures, time for the characters to spend their levels. The adventurers spend their whole careerstreasure and pursue their goals. This downtime gives fighting the Nine Dread Princes before
finally pursuingthe characters an opportunity to sink their roots a little an epic quest to destroy the princes' monstrousdeeper into the world, building a personal investment progenitor. As long as every dungeon is unique andin what happens to the people and places around them, interesting, your players will appreciate the tight focuswhich can, in
turn, draw them into further adventures. of the campaign. Chapter 5, "Equipment," of the Player's Handbookdetails the expenses that a character incurs for In a similar type of quest campaign, the adventurersbasic necessities, depending on the lifestyle the might need to collect fragments of an artifact thatcharacter chooses, from poverty to luxury.
Chapter are scattered in ruins across the multiverse, before8, "Adventuring," of that book describes some of reassembling the artifact and using it to defeat athe downtime activities they can pursue between cosmic threat.adventures. This chapter fills in the gaps, describingthe expenses of owning property and hiring NPCs, and ExAMPLE 2: AGENTS
OF Xa variety of additional downtime activities characterscan pursue. The beginning of the chapter also offers You can also build a campaign around the idea thatsuggestions for linking adventures together and keeping the adventurers are agents of something larger thantrack of events in your campaign. themselves-a kingdom or secret organization,
for example. Wherever their allegiance lies, the adventurersLINKING ADVENTURES are motivated by loyalty and the goal of protecting whatever it is they serve.A campaign in the style of an episodic television showrarely needs story links between its adventures. Each The characters' overarching mission might be toadventure features its own
villains, and once the explore and map an uncharted region, forging alliancescharacters complete the adventure, there are typically where they can and overcoming threats they encounterno loose plot threads. The next adventure presents along the way. Their goal might be to find the ancientan altogether different challenge having nothing to do
capital of a fallen empire, which lies beyond the realmwith the adventure that preceded it. As the characters of a known enemy and forces them to navigate hostilegain experience points, they become more powerful, territory. The characters could be pilgrims in searchas do the threats they must overcome. This kind of of a holy site or members of a
secret order dedicatedcampaign is easy to run, since it requires little effort to defending the last bastions of civilization in an ever-beyond finding or creating adventures appropriate for declining world. Or they might be spies and assassins,the party's level. striving to weaken an enemy country by targeting its evil leaders and plundering its treasures.
A campaign with a narrative lets the players feel asthough their actions have far-reaching consequences. PLANTING ADVENTURE SEEDSThey're not just racking up experience points. A fewsimple modifications can help you overlay overarching You can make a campaign feel like one story with manyelements to create a serialized campaign in which
early chapters by planting the seeds of the next adventureadventures help set up later ones. before the current one is finished. This technique can naturally moves the characters along to their next goal.USING AN 0VERARCHING STORY If you've planted a seed well, the characters haveThis section presents a couple of examples of something else to
do when they finish an adventure.overarching stories which have, over the years, fueled Perhaps a character drinks from a magic fountain in amany classic D&D campaigns. dungeon and receives a mystifying vision that leads to the next quest. The party might find a cryptic map or The adventurers' goal in the first example is to amass relic that, once
its meaning or purpose is determined,the power they need to defeat a powerful enemy that points to a new destination. Perhaps an NPC warnsthreatens the world. Their goal in the second example the characters of impending danger or imploresis to defend something they care about by destroying them for help.whatever threatens it. The two
examples are, in effect,the same story (variations of the battle between good The trick is to not distract the characters from theand evil) told in different ways. adventure at hand. Designing an effective hook for a future adventure requires finesse. The lure should be compelling, but not so irresistible that the players stop caring about what their
characters are doing right now. CHAPTER 6 I BETWEEN ADVENTURESTo keep players from straying, save your best ideas for No one's memory is infallible, so it pays to keepthe very end of your adventures, or insert them during records. Jot notes directly on an adventure map toperiods of downtime. keep track of open doors, disarmed traps, and the
like. Events beyond the scope of a single adventure are be Here are a few examples of ways in which an recorded in a notebook dedicated to your campaign.adventure seed can be revea led: Whether it's a physical book or a n electronic file , such_ record is a great way to keep your notes organized. On a villain's corpse, the characters find evidence
that the villain was working for someone else. Your notebook might include a ny of the A captured NPC reveals the location of someone or following elements. something that might interest the characters. The characters are heading to a local tavern when Campaign Planner. Write down the main story arc they spot a wanted poster or a missing
person poster your campaign, and keep track of things that you hope (complete with the promise of a sizable reward). appear in future adventures. Update it as the campaigr:.• Members of the local militia or city watch put out the develops, adding ideas as they come to you. word that a crime has been committed, and they're looking for potential
witnesses and suspects. Character Notes. Write down the characters'• The characters receive an anonymous letter that backgrounds and goals, since these notes can help you sheds light on a plot or impending event of which they design adventure content that provides opportunities ~ were previously unaware. character
development.FORESHADOWIN-G------------------ Keep a running tally of the adventurers' classes and levels, as well as any quests and downtime activitiesForeshadowing is an exercise in subtlety, involving the they're engaged in.delicate planting of seeds for future adventu res. Not allforeshadowing bears fruit, particularly if the clues are If the
characters have a ship or stronghold, record iLtoo subtle or if events conspire to take your campaign name and whereabouts, as well as any hirelings in thein a new direction. The goal of foreshadowing is to hint characters' employ.at upcoming events and new threats in your campaignwithout making it obvious to players that you're telling Player
Handouts. Keep a copy of all handoutsthem what the future holds. Here are a few examples: you make for your players so that you don't have to remember their contents later.• An object worn or carried by an enemy has the symbol Adventure Log. Think of this log as an episode guideof a previously unknown organization engraved or for your
campaign. Summarize each game session or adventure to help you keep track of the unfoldingwritten on it. campaign story. You can give your players access to thE log as well, or to an edited version stripped of your nor ·A mad woman standing on a street corner spouts and secrets. (The players might also keep their own record of adventures, which
you can refer to if your ow-fragments of an ancient prophecy, while pointing a log is incomplete.)crooked finger at the characters. NPC Nqtes. Record statistics and roleplaying notes for any NPC the characters interact with more thanThe king and queen announce the marriage of their once. For example, your notes might differentiate important
people in a town by their different voices,son to the daughter of a neighboring monarch , but as well as their names, the places where they live and work, the names of their family members andvarious factions oppose the union. Trouble is brewing. associates, and maybe even a secret that each one of them has.Bugbear scouts are making incursions
into civilized Campaign Calendar. Your world feels more real tolands and spying on settlements, as a prelude to a your players when the characters notice the passage of time. Note details such as the change of seasons andhobgoblin warlord's invasion. · major holidays, and keep track of any important event that affect the larger story.• A puppet show
in a market square predicts a tragic Toolbox. Keep notes whenever you create oroutcome if two noble houses on the cusp of declaring significantly alter a monster, magic item, or trap. Keep any maps, random dungeons, or encounters you create.war on each other refuse to reconcile. This information ensures you won't repeat your work. and you'll be
able to draw on this material later.NPC adventurers in a city are being murdered in a RECURRING EXPENSESsimilar yet unusual manner, hinting at a future threat Besides the expenses associated with maintaining ato the player characters. particular lifestyle, adventurers might have additional drains on their adventuring income. Player
charactersCAMPAIGN TRACKING who come into possession of property, own businesses. and employ hirelings must cover the expenses thatConsistent details bring your campaign to life, and accompany these ventures.continuity helps players imagine that their charactersare living in a real world. If the adventurers frequenta particular tavern, the
staff, layout of the building,and decor shouldn't change much from one visit to thenext. That said, changes can occur as a result of thecharacters' actions or of actions they learn about. Whenthe adventurers kill a monster, it stays dead, unlesssomeone raises it. When they remove treasure froma room, it doesn't reappear the next time they enterassuming it hasn't been stolen from them! If they leave adoor open, it should Stay open until someone closes it.CHAPTER 6 I BETWEEN ADVENTURESAIN TENANCE COSTS~ro perty Total Cost Skilled Untrained- :~bey per Day Hirelings Hirelings::;;.•m 20 gp s 2S: ... -ldh all, town or city Ssp - .,, rural roadside 1 2 -.-,, town or city s gp :ep or small
castle s 3 10 gp s- ge, hunting 10 s gp so o ble estate s .J post or fort 100 gp so::;;. ace or large castle:-op Ssp 3 1S-e'Tl pl e, large 20 40-e'Tlple, small 10 gp 200 100- 1-1er, fortified-'3ding post so gp 10 10 2 400 gp 10 42 2 gp 2S gp 1 gp 2S gp 10 gp r·s not unusual for adventurers- especially after lOth DOWNTIME ACTIVITIES ·e)-to gain possession of
a castle, a tavern , or another_·ece of property. They might buy it with their hard-won The campaign benefits when characters have time r, ta ke it by force , obtain it in a lucky draw from a between adventures to engage in other activities.: k ofmany things, or acquire it by other means. Allowing days, weeks, or months to pass between The
Maintenance Costs table shows the per-day adventures stretches the campaign over a longer period_ keep cost for any such property. (The cost of a of time and helps to manage the characters' level rmal residence isn't included here because it falls progression, preventing them from gaining too much der lifestyle expenses, as discussed in the Player
's power too quickly.=!andbook.) Maintenance expenses need to be paid ery 30 days. Given that adventurers spend much of Allowing characters to pursue side interests between· eir time adventuring, staff includes a steward who can adventures also encourages players to become more- ake payments in the party's absence. invested in the campaign
world. When a character owns Total Cost per Day. The cost includes everything it a tavern in a village or spends time carousing with the- ·es to maintain the property and keep things running locals, that character's player is more likely to respond-:noothly, including the salaries of hirelings. If the to threats to the village and its inhabitants.::-operty
earns money that can offset maintenance costs y charging fees, collecting tithes or donations, or As your campaign progresses, your players': lling goods), that is taken into account in the table. characters will not only become more powerful but also Skilled and Untrained Hirelings. The Player's more influential and invested in the world. They mightFfandbook explains the difference between a skilled be inclined to undertake projects that require more time- ·reling and an untrained one. between adventures, such as building and maintaining a stronghold. As the party gains levels, you can add more3 USINESSES downtime between adventures to give characters the-.n adventurer-owned business
can earn enough money time they need to pursue such interests. Whereas days- cover its own maintenance costs. However, the or weeks might pass between low-level adventures, the -;vner needs to periodically ensure that everything is amount of downtime between higher-level adventures-unning smoothly by tending to the business between might
be measured in months or years._ ventures. See the information on running a business rhe "Downtime Activities" section of this chapter.~A RRISONS::.:astles and keeps employ soldiers (use the veteranand guard statistics in the Monster Manual) to defend- em. Roadside inns, outposts and forts, palaces, and·emples rely on less-experienced defenders
(use the;;uard statistics in the Monster Manual). These armed ar riors make up the bulk of a property's skilled'li r e lings. CHAPTER 6 I BETWEEN ADVENTURESMoRE Do-\\~TIME AcTn~TIE CA .... S I GChapter 8, ··Adventuring:· of the Player· Handbook 11-20 Resu ltdescribes a few downtime activities to fill the Yoid 21 - 30 You are jailec r ·- ::.! ::a.
sa: he end of thebetween adventures. Depending on the style of your 31-40 downtim e perioo or c arges of d isorde rlycampa ign and the particular backgrounds and interests cond uct and d isturbing th e peace. You ca n::.;;.of the adventurers, you can make some or all of the 41-80 a fine of 10 gp to avo id ja il t im e, or yo u ca n:--following additional
activities available as options. 81-90 to resist arrest. 91 or higher You regain consciousness in a strange placeB U I LDING A STRONGHOLD with no memory of how you got there, a nd :- have been robbed of 3d6 x 5 gp.A character can spend time between adventures You make an enemy. Thi s person , bus iness,building a stronghold. Before work can
begin, the or organization is now hostile to you . The D .character must acquire a plot of land. If the estate lies determines the offended party. You decid ewithin a kingdom or similar domain, the character how you offended them .will need a royal charter (a legal document granting You are caught up in a whirlwind romance.permission to oversee the
estate in the name of the Roll a d20 . On a 1- 5, the romance ends badlcrown), a land grant (a legal document bequeathing On a 6-10 , the romance ends amicably. O n a~custody of the land to the character for as long as he 11-20, the romance is ongoing. You determir::or she remains loyal to the crown), or a deed (a legal the identity of the love
interest, subject todocument that serves as proof of ownership). Land can your DM's approval . If the romance endsalso be acquired by inheritance or other means. badly, you might gain a new flaw. If it ends we or is ongoing, your new love interest migh t Royal charters and land grants are usually given by represent a new bond.the crown as a reward
for faithful service, although they You earn modest winnings from gambling anccan also be bought. Deeds can be bought or inherited. A recupe rate your lifestyle ex penses for the timesmall estate might sell for as little as 100 gp or as much spent carousing.as 1,000 gp. A large estate might cost 5,000 gp or more, You earn modest winnings from
gambling.if it can be bought at all. You recuperate your lifestyle expenses for th e time spent carousing and gain 1d20 x 4 gp. Once the estate is secured, a character needs access You make a s mall fortune gambling. Youto building materials and laborers. The Building recuperate yo ur lifestyle ex penses for the ti mea Stronghold table shows the cost
of building the spent carousing and gain 4d6 x 10 gp. Yourstronghold (including materials and labor) and the carousing becomes the stuff of local legend .amount of time it takes, provided that the characteris using downtime to oversee construction. Work cancontinue while the character is away, but each day thecharacter is away adds 3 days to the
construction time.BUILDING A STRONGHOLDStronghold Construction Construction CRAFTING A MAGIC ITEMAbbey Cost TimeGuildhall, town or city Magic items are the DM's purview, so you decide howKeep or small castle 50,000 gp 400 days they fall into the party's possession. As an option, youNoble estate with manor 5,000 gp 60 days can
allow player characters to craft magic items.Outpost or fortPalace or large castle 50,000 gp 400 days The creation of a magic item is a lengthy, expensive 25 ,000 gp 150 days task. To start, a character must have a formula that 15 ,000 gp 100 days describes the construction of the item. The character 500,000 gp 1,200 days must also be a spellcaster
with spell slots and must be able to cast any spells that the item can produce.Temple 50,000 gp 400 days Moreover, the character must meet a level minimumTower, fortified 15 ,000 gp 100 days determined by the item's rarity, as shown in the CraftingTrading post 5,000 gp Magic Items table. For example, a 3rd-level character 60 days could create a

wand ofmagic missiles (an uncommon item), as long as the character has spell slots and canCARO USINGCharacters can spend their downtime engaged in avariety of hedonistic activities such as attending parties,binge drinking, gambling, or anything else that helpsthem cope with the perils they face on their adventures. A carousing character
spends money as thoughmaintaining a wealthy lifestyle (see chapter 5,"Equipment," of the Player's Handbook). At the end ofthe period spent carousing, the player rolls percentiledice and adds the character's level, then compares thetotal to the Carousing table to determine what happensto the character, or you choose.CHAPTER 6 I BETWEEN A
DVENTUREScast magic missile. That same character could make PERFORMING SACRED RITESa +1 weapon (another uncommon item), no particular A pious character can spend time between adventuresspell required. performing sacred rites in a temple affiliated with a god he or she reveres. Between rites, the character spends You can decide
that certain items also require special time in meditation and prayer.materials or locations to be created. For example, acharacter might need alchemist's supplies to brew a A character who is a priest in the temple can leadparticular potion, or the formula for a flame tongue these rites, which might include weddings, funerals, andmight require that
the weapon be forged with lava. ordinations. A layperson can offer sacrifices in a temple or assist a priest with a rite.(RAFTING MAGIC ITEMS A character who spends at least 10 days performingItem Rarity Creation Cost Minimum Level sacred rites gains inspiration (described in chapter 4 ofCo mmon 100 gp 3rd the Player's Handbook) at the start
of each day for theUncommon 500 gp 3rd next 2d6 days.Rare 6thVery rare 5,000 gp llth RUNNING A BUSINESS_e g e n d a r y 50,000 gp 17th Adventurers can end up owning businesses that have 500,000 gp nothing to do with delving into dungeons or saving the world. A character might inherit a smithy, or the party An item has a creation cost
specified in the Crafting might be given a parcel of farmland or a tavern as a_Iagic Items table. A character engaged in the crafting reward. If they hold on to the business, they might feelof a magic item makes progress in 25 gp increments, obliged to spend time between adventures maintaining-pending that amount for each day of work until the the
venture and making sure it runs smoothly.·oral cost is paid. The character is asslimed to work for 8._,ours each of those days. Thus, creating an uncommon A character rolls percentile dice and adds the number;:nagic item takes 20 days and 500 gp. You are free to of days spent on this downtime activity (maximum 30),adj ust the costs to better suit
your campaign. then compares the total to the Running a Business table to determine what happens. If a spell will be produced by the item being created,-· e creator must expend one spell slot of the spell's If the character is required to pay a cost as a result of rolling on this table but fails to do so, the business ,-eJ for each day of the creation process.
The spell's begins to fail. For each unpaid debt incurred in this::::~arerial components must also be at hand throughout manner, the character takes a - 10 penalty to subsequent· e process. If the spell normally consumes those rolls made on this table.;:omponents, they are consumed by the creation process._r the item will be able to produce the spell
only once, as RUNNING A BUSINESS-c:ith a spell scroll, the components are consumed only_ ce by the process. Otherwise, the components are dlOO + Days Result nsumed once each day of the item's creation. _Iultiple characters can combine their efforts to 01-20 You must pay one and a halftimes the bu s iness's::-eate a magic item if each of them
meets the level 21-30 maintenance cost for each of the days .:::-erequisite. Each character can contribute spells, spell 31-40 You must pay the business's full maintenance"' r . and components, as long as everyone participates cost for each of the days .:.Jing the entire crafting process. Each character 41-60 Yo u must pay half the business's
maintenance an contribute 25 gp worth of effort for each day spent 61-80 cost for each of the days. Profits cover the other ping to craft the item. 81-90 half. _·ormally, a character who undertakes this activity 91 or The business covers its own maintenance cost for-~ares a magic item described in chapter 7, "Treasure." higher each of the days.-- _our
discretion, you can allow players to design their The business covers its own maintenance cost for each of the days . It earns a profit ofld6 x 5 gp. magic items, using the guidelines in chapter 9, The business covers its own maintenance cost for ~ungeon Master's Workshop." each of the days . It earns a profit of 2d8 x 5 gp. The business covers it s own
maintenance cost for ':hile crafting a magic item, a character can maintain each of the days. It earns a profit of3d l0 x 5 gp. odest lifestyle without having to pay the 1 gp per day, -a comfortable lifestyle at half the normal cost (see SELLING MAGIC ITEMS -prer 5, "Equipment," of the Player's Handbook). Few people can afford to buy a magic item, and
fewer -__. • ING RENOWN still know how to find one. Adventurers are exceptional in this regard due to the nature of their profession. _ aracter can spend downtime improving his or _ renown within a particular organization (see A character who comes into possession of a common, -:;~nown" in chapter 1). Between adventures, a uncommon, rare, or
very rare magic item that he or -racter undertakes minor tasks for the organization she wants to sell can spend downtime searching for a --' ocializes with its members. After pursuing these buyer. This downtime activity can be performed only in · ·iries for a combined number of days equal to his a city or another location where one can find wealthy -er
current renown multiplied by 10, the character's ~m increases by 1. CHAPTER 6 I BETWEEN ADVENTURES T29individuals interested in buying magic items. Legendary You determine a buyer's identity. Buyers sometimesmagic items and priceless artifacts can't be sold during procure rare and very rare items through proxies todowntime. Finding
someone to buy such an item can be ensure that their identities remain unknown. If thethe substance of an adventure or quest. buyer is shady, it's up to you whether the sale creates legal complications for the party later. For each salable item, the character makes a DC 20Intelligence (Investigation) check to find buyers. Another SALABLE MAGIC
ITEMScharacter can use his or her downtime to assist with thesearch, granting advantage on the checks. On a failed Rarity Base Price Days to dlOO Rollcheck, no buyer for the item is found after a search that Common 100 gp Find Buyer Modifier1'lasts 10 days. On a successful check, a buyer for the Uncommon 500 gpitem is found after a number of
days based on the item's Rare 1d4 +10rarity, as shown in the Salable Magic Item table. Very rare 5,000 gp 1d6 +0 50 ,000 gp 1d8 -10 A character can attempt to find buyers for multiple 1d10 -20magic items at once. Although this requires multipleIntelligence (Investigation) checks, the searches a~e *Apply this modifier to rolls on the Selling a Magic
Item tab le.occurring simultaneously, and the results of multiplefailures or successes aren't added together. For SELLING A MAGIC ITEMexample, if the character finds a buyer for a commonmagic item in 2 days and a buyer for an uncommon item dlOO +Mod. You Find ...in 5 days, but fails to find a buyer for a rare item up for 20 or lower A buyer
offering a tenth of the base pricegrabs, the entire search takes 10 days. A buyer offering a quarter of the base price, 21-40 and a shady buyer offering half the base price For each item a character wishes to sell, the player A buyer offering half the base price, and arolls percentile dice and consults the Selling a Magic 41-80 shady buyer offering the full
base priceItem table, applying a modifier based on the item's A buyer offering the full base pricerarity, as shown in the Salable Magic Items table. The 81-90 A shady buyer offering one and a half timescharacter also makes a Charisma (Persuasion) check 91 or higher the base price, no questions askedand adds that check's total to the roll. The
subsequenttotal determines what a buyer offers to pay for the item. CHAPTER 6 I BETWEEN ADVENTUREST30S OWING R UMORS CREATING D OWNTIME AC T IVITIES waying public opinion can be an effective way to bring Your players might be interested in pursuing downtimedown a villain or elevate a friend. Spreading rumors activities that
aren't covered in this chapter or inis an efficient, if u nderhanded, way to accomplish that the Player's Handbook. If you invent new downtimegoal. Well-placed rumors can increase the subject's activities, remember the following:- ra nding in a community or embroil someone inscandal. A rumor needs to be simple, concrete, and hard An activity should
never negate the need or desire foro disprove. An effective r umor also has to be believable, characters to go on adventures.playing off what people want to believe about the person Activities that have a monetary cost associated within question. them provide opportunities for player characters to spend their hard-won treasure. Sowing a rumor about
an individual or organization Activities that reveal new adventure hooks and-equires a number of days depending on the size of the previously unknown facts about your campaign cancommunity, as shown in the Sowing Rumors table. In a help you foreshadow future events and conflicts.own or city, the time spent must be continuous. If the For an
activity you expect a character to repeatcharacter spreads a rumor for ten days, disappears on with variable degrees of success, consider creatingan adventure for another few days and then returns, a random outcome table, modeled on the ones inrhe rumor fades away without the benefit of constant this chapter.:-epetition. • If a character belongs to
a class or has a proficiency or background that would make him or her well suitedS OWING RUMORS Time Required to a particular activity, consider granting a bonus to 2d6 days ability checks made by the character to complete that Settlement Size 4d6 days activity successfully. Village 6d6 days To w n Cit y The character must spend 1 gp per day
to cover- e cost of drinks, social appearances, and the like._ r the end of the time spent sowing the rumor, the-haracter must make a DC 15 Charisma (Deception r Persuasion) check. If the check succeeds, thecommunity's prevailing attitude toward the subject shifts ne step toward friend ly or hostile, as the character ishes . If the check fails, the rumor
gains no traction,and further attempts to propagate it fail. Shifting a community's general attitude towarda person or organization doesn't affect everyone in- e community. Individuals might hold to thei r own pinions, particularly if they have personal experience '"' dealing with the subject of the rumors.-RAINING TO GAIN LEVELS - a va riant rule,
you can require characters to spend:.owntime training or studying before they gain the oefits of a new level. If you choose this option, once a aracter has earned enough experience points to attain"' new level, he or she must train for a number of days: fo re gaining any class features associated with the- w level. The training time required depends on
the level to be, ai ned, as shown on the Training to Gain Levels table. e training cost is for the total training time.RA INING TO GAIN LEVELSLevel Attained Training Time Train ing Cost 2n d - 4 t h 10 days 20 gp 5th-10th 20 days 40 gp 11th-16th 30 days 60 gp 17th-20th 40 days 80 gp CHAPTER 6 I BETWEEN ADVENTURESCHAPTER 7: TREASURE
US ING THE INDIVIDUA L TREASURE TABLES An Individual Treasure table helps you randomly DVENTURERS STRIVE FOR MAN Y THINGS, determine how much treasure one creature carries on its person. If a monster has no interest in amassing including glory, knowledge, a nd justice. treasure, you can use this table to determine the Many
adventurers also seek something more incidental treasure left behind by the monster's victims. tangible: fortune. Strands of golden chains, stacks of platinum coins, bejeweled crowns, Use the Individual Treasure table that corresponds to enameled scepters, bolts of silk cloth, and the monster's challenge rating. Roll a dlOO, and read thepowerful
magic items all wait to be seized or unearthed result across to determine how many coins of each typeby intrepid, treasure-seeking adventurers. the monster carries. The table also includes the average This chapter details magic items and the placement of result in parentheses, should you wish to forgo anothertreasure in an adventure, as well as
special rewards that roll and save time. To determine the total amount ofcan be granted instead of or in addition to magic items individual treasure for a group of similar creatures, youa nd mundane treasure. can save time by rolling once and multiplying the result by the number of creatures in the group.TYPES OF TREASURE If it doesn't make sense
for a monster to carry a largeTreasure comes in many forms . pile of coins, you can convert the coins into gemstones Coins. The most basic type of treasure is money, or art objects of equal value.including copper pieces (cp), silver pieces (sp), electrum USING THE TREASURE HOARD TABLESpieces (ep), gold pieces (gp), and platinum pieces
(pp).Fifty coins of any type weigh 1 pound. A Treasure Hoard table helps you randomly determine the contents of a large cache of treasure, the Gemstones. Gemstones are small, lightweight, and accumulated wealth of a large group of creatures (sucheasily secured compared to their same value in coins. as an ore tribe or a hobgoblin ar my), the
belongings of a single powerful creature that likes to hoard treasure ee the "Gemstones" section for types of stones, gems, (such as a dragon), or the reward bestowed upon a partyand jewels that can be found as treasure. after completing a quest for a benefactor. You can also split up a treasure hoard so that the adventurers don't Art Objects. Idols
cast of solid gold, necklaces find or receive it all at once. tudded with precious stones, paintings of ancientkings, bejeweled dishes- art objects include all these When determining the contents of a hoard belonginga nd more. See the "Art Obj ects" sectiori for types of to one monster, use the table that corresponds to thatdecorative and valuable
artworks that can be found monster's challenge rating. When rolling to determine aas treasure. treasure hoard belonging to a large group of monsters, Magic Items. Types of magic items include armor, use the challenge rating of the monster that leads thepotions , scrolls, rings , rods, staffs, wands, weapons, group. If the hoard belongs to no one, use
the challengea nd wondrous items. Magic items also have rarities: rating of the monster that presides over the dungeoncommon , uncommon, rare, very ra re, and legendary. or lair you are stocking. If the hoard is a gift from a Intelligent monsters often use magic items in their benefactor, use the challenge rating equal to the party'spossession , while
others might hide them away to average level.ensure they don't get lost or stolen. For example, if ahobgoblin tribe has a +llongsword and an alchemyjug Every treasure hoard contains a random number ofin its treasure hoard, the tribe's warlord might wield the coins, as shown at the top of each table. Roll a dlOO and word , while the jug is kept
somewhere safe. consult the table to determine how many gemstones or art objects the hoard contains, if any. Use the same rollRANDOM TREASURE to determine whether the hoard contains magic items.The following pages contain tables that you can use As with the individual treasure tables, average valuesto randomly generate treasures carried
by monsters, are given in parentheses. You can use an average value tashed in their lairs, or otherwise hidden away. The instead of rolling dice to save time.placement of treasure is left to your discretion. The keyis to make sure the players feel rewarded for playing, If a treasure hoard seems too small, you can rolland that their characters are
rewarded for overcoming multiple times on the table. Use this approach fordangerous challenges. monsters that are particularly fond of amassing treasure. Legendary creatures that accumulate treasureTREASURE TABLES are wealthier than normal. Always roll at least twice on the appropriate table and add the results together.Treasure can be
randomly allocated based on amonster's challenge rating. There are tables for You can ha nd out as much or as little treasure as youchallenge rating 0- 4, challenge rating 5- 10, challenge want. Over the course of a typical campaign, a partyrating 11- 16, and challenge rating 17 and higher. Use finds treasure hoards amounting to seven rolls on
thethese tables to randomly determine how much money Challenge 0- 4 table, eighteen rolls on the Challengea n individual monster carries (the D&D equivalent of 5- 10 table, twelve rolls on the Challenge 11- 16 table,pocket change) or the amount of wealth found in a larger a nd eight rolls on the Challenge 17+ table.treasure hoard. CHAPTER 7 I
TREASURE 133GEMSTONES 500 GP GEMSTONESIf a treasure hoard includes gemstones , you can usethe following tables to randomly determine the kind d6 Stone Descriptionof gemstones found , based on their value. You can roll Alexandrite (transparent dark green)once and assume all the gems are the same, or rollmultiple times to create mixed
collections of gemstones. 2 Aquamarine (transparent pale blue-green) 3 Black pearl (opaque pure black)10 GP GEMSTONES 4 Blue spinel (transparent deep blue) 5 Peridot (transparent rich olive green) dl2 Stone Description 6 Topaz (transparent golden yellow) Azurite (opaque mottled deep blue) 1,000 GP GEMSTONES 2 Banded agate (translucent
striped brown, blue, white, or red) d8 Stone Description Black opal (translucent dark green with black 3 Blue quartz (transparent pale blue) mottling and golden flecks) 4 Eye agate (translucent circles of gray, white, brown , 2 Blue sapphire (transparent blue-white to mediu m blue , or green) blue) 5 Hematite (opaque gray-black) 6 Lapis lazuli
(opaque light and dark blue with yellow 3 Emerald (transparent deep bright green) 4 Fire opal (translucent fiery red) flecks) 5 Opal (translucent pale blue with green and golde n 7 Malachite (opaque striated light and dark green) 8 Moss agate (translucent pink or yellow-white with mottling) 6 Star ruby (translucent ruby with white star-shaped mossy
gray or green markings) 9 Obsidian (opaque black) center) 10 Rhodochrosite (opaque light pink) 7 Star sapphire (translucent blue sapphire with wh ite 11 Tiger eye (translucent brown with golden center) 12 Turquoise (opaque light blue-green) star-shaped center) 8 Yellow sapphire (transparent fier y yellow or yellow·50 GP GEMSTONES green) dl2
Stone Description 1 Bloodstone (opaque dark gray with red flecks) 5,000 GP GEMSTONES 2 Carnelian (opaque orange to red-brown) 3 Chalcedony (opaque white) d4 Stone Description 4 Chrysoprase (translucent green) Black sapphire (translucent lustrous black with 5 Citrine (transparent pale yellow-brown) glowing highlights) 6 Jasper (opaque
blue, black, or brown) 7 Moonstone (translucent white with pale blue glow) 2 Diamond (transparent blue-white , canary, pink, 8 Onyx (opaque bands of black and white, or pure brown, or blue) black or white) 9 Quartz (transparent white, smoky gray, or yellow) 3 jacinth (transparent fiery orange) 10 Sardonyx (opaque bands of red and white) 4 Ruby
(transparent clear red to deep crimson) 11 Star rose quartz (translucent rosy stone with white star-shaped center) ART OBJECTS 12 Zircon (transparent pale blue-green) If a treasure hoard includes a rt objects, you can use the following tables to randomly determine what art objects100 GP GEMSTONES are found, based on their value. Roll on a table
as many times as there are art objects in the treasure hoard. dl 0 Stone Description There can be more than one of a given art object. Amber (transparent watery gold to rich gold) 25 GP ART OBJECTS 2 Amethyst (transparent deep purple) 3 Chrysoberyl (transparent yellow-green to pale dlO Object Silver ewer green) 4 Coral (opaque crimson) 2
Carved bone statuette 5 Garnet (transparent red, brown-green , or violet) 3 Small gold bracelet 6 jade (translucent light green, deep green , or white) 4 Cloth-of-gold vestments 7 jet (opaque deep black) 5 Black velvet mask stitched with silver thread 8 Pearl (opaque lustrous white , yellow, or pink) 6 Copper chalice with silver filigree 9 Spinel
(transparent red, red-brown, or deep green) 7 Pair of engraved bone dice 10 Tourmaline (transparent pale green , blue, brown , 8 Small mirror set in a painted wooden frame 9 Embroidered silk handkerchief or red) 10 Gold locket with a painted portrait inside CHAPTER 7 I TREASURE!34250 GP ART OBJECTS MAGIC ITEMS dlO Object Magic items
are gleaned from the hoards of conquered Gold ring set with bloodstones monsters or discovered in long-lost vaults. Such items grant capabilities a character could rarely 2 Carved ivory statuette have otherwise, or they complement their owner's 3 Large gold bracelet capabilities in wondrous ways. 4 Silver necklace with a gemstone pendant 5 Bronze
crown RARITY 6 Silk robe with gold embroidery 7 Large well-made tapestry Each magic item has a rarity: common, uncommon, 8 Bra ss mug with jade inlay rare, very rare, or legendary. Common magic items, 9 Box of turquoise animal figurines such as a potion ofhealing, are the most plentiful. Some 10 Gold bird cage with electrum filigree
legendary items, such as the apparatus ofKwalish, are unique. The game assumes that the secrets of creating75 0 GP ART OBJECTS the most powerful items arose centuries ago and were then gradually lost as a result of wars, cataclysms, and dlO Object mishaps. Even uncommon items can't be easily created. Silver chalice set with moonstones Thus,
many magic items are well-preserved antiquities. 2 Silver-plated steellongsword with jet set in hilt Rarity provides a rough measure of an item's power 3 Carved harp of exotic wood with ivory inlay and relative to other magic items. Each rarity corresponds to character level, as shown in the Magic Item Rarity . zircon gems table. A character doesn't
typically find a rare magic 4 Small gold idol item, for example, until around 5th level. That said, 5 Gold dragon comb set with red garnets as eyes rarity shou ldn't get in the way of your campaign's story. 6 Bottle stopper cork embossed with gold leaf and If you want a ring ofinvisibility to fall into the hands of a 1st-level character, so be it. No doubt a
great story will set with amethysts arise from that event. 7 Ceremonial electrum dagger wit~ a black pearl in If your campaign allows for trade in magic items, the pommel rarity can also help you set prices for them. As the DM, 8 Silver and gold brooch you determine the value of an individual magic item 9 Obsidian statuette with gold fittings and
inlay based on its rarity. Suggested values are provided in 10 Painted gold war mask the Magic Item Rarity table. The value of a consumable item, s uch as a potion or scroll, is typically half the value2,5 00 GP ART OBJECTS of a permanent item of the same rarity. dlO Object MAGIC ITEM RARITY 1 Fine gold chain set wi th a fire opal 2 Old
masterpiece painting Rarity Character Level Value 3 Embroidered silk and velvet mantle set with Common 1st or higher 50-100 gp numerous moonstones Uncommon 1st or higher 101-500 gp 4 Platinum bracelet set with a sapphire Rare 5th or higher 501 -5,0 00 gp 5 Embroidered glove set with jewel chips Very rare 11th or higher 5,001 - 50,000 gp
6 jeweled anklet Legendary 17th or higher 50,001+ gp 7 Gold music box 8 Gold circlet set with four aquamarines BUYING AND SELLING 9 Eye patch with a mock eye set in blue sapphire and moonstone Unless you decide your campaign works otherwise, 10 A necklace string of small pink pearls most magic items are so rare that they aren't available
for purchase. Common items, such as a potion of ,500 GP ART OBJECTS healing, can be procured from an alchemis t, herbalist, or spellcaster. Doing so is ra rely as simple as walking d8 Object into a shop and selecting an item from a shelf. The seller Jeweled gold crown might ask for a service, rather than coin. 2 jeweled platinum ring In a large city
with an academy of magic or a major 3 Small gold statuette set with rubies temple, buying and selling magic items might be 4 Gold cup set with emeralds possible, at your discretion. If your world includes a 5 Gold jewelry box with platinum filigree large number of adventurers engaged in retrieving 6 Pai nted gold child's sarcophagus ancient magic
items, trade in these items might be more 7 jade game board with solid gold playing pieces common. Even so, it's likely to remain similar to the 8 Bejewele d ivory drinking horn with gold filigree market for fine art in the real world, with invitation-only auctions and a tendency to attract thieves. Selling magic items is difficult in most D&D worlds
primarily because of the challenge of finding a buyer. CHAPTER 7 I TREASURE 135Plenty of people might like to have a magic sword, but physica l contact with the item. At the end of the rest, thefew of them can afford it. Those who can afford such an character learns the item's properties, as well as howitem usually have more practical things to
spend on. See to use them. Potions are an exception; a little taste ischapter 6, "Between Adventures," for one way to handle enough to tell the taster what the potion does.selling magic items. Sometimes a magic item carries a clue to its In your campaign, magic items might be prevalent properties. The command word to activate a ring mighrenough
that adventurers can buy and sell them with be etched in tiny letters inside it, or a feathered designsome effort. Magic items might be for sale in bazaars or might suggest that it's a ring offeather falling.auction houses in fantastical locations, such as the Cityof Brass, the planar metropolis of Sigil, or even in more Wearing or experimenting with an
item can also offerordinary cities. Sale of magic items might be highly hints about its properties. For example, if a characterregulated, accompanied by a thriving black market. puts on a ring ofjumping, you could say, "Your steps feeArtificers might craft items for use by military forces strangely springy." Perhaps the character then jumpsor
adventurers, as they do in the world of Eberron. You up and down to see what happens. You then say themight also allow characters to craft their own magic character jumps unexpectedly high.items, as discussed in chapters 6. VARIANT: MORE DIFFICULT IDENTIFICATIONIDENTIFYING A MAGIC ITEM If you prefer magic items to have a greater
mystique, consider removing the ability to identify the propertiesSome magic items are indistinguishable from their of a magic item during a short rest, and require thenonmagical counterparts, whereas other magic items identify spell, experimentation, or both to reveal what adisplay their magical nature conspicuously. Whatever a magic item
does.magic item's appearance, handling the item is enough togive a character a sense that something is extraordinary ATTUNEMENTabout it. Discovering a magic item's properties isn'tautomatic, however. Some magic items require a creature to form a bond with them before their magical properties can be used. The identify spell is the fastest way
to reveal an This bond is called attunement, and certain itemsitem's properties. Alternatively, a character can focus have a prerequisite for it. If the prerequisite is a class,on one magic item during a short rest, while being in a creature must be a member of that class to attune to the item. (If the class is a spellcasting class, a monsterINDIVIDUAL
TREASURE: CHALLENGE 0-4dlOO CP SP EP GP pp 3d6 (10) 3d6 (10) ld6 (3)01-30 Sd6 (17)31-6061-70 4d6 (14)71-9596- 00INDIVIDUAL TREASURE: CHALLENGE 5-10 dlOO CP SP EP GP pp01-30 4d6 X lQQ (1,400) 6d6 X lQ (210) ld6 X lQ (35) 3d6 (10)31-60 2d6 X lQ (70)61 -70 3d6 X 10 (lOS) 2d6 X lQ (70)71-95 4d6 X lQ (140)96- 00 2d6 X lQ
(70)INDIVIDUAL TREASURE: CHALLENGE 11-16dlOO CP SP EP GP pp ld6 X lQQ (350) ld6 X lQQ (350)01-20 4d6 X lQQ (1 ,400) ld6 X lQQ (350) ld6 X lQ (35) 2d6 X lQQ (7QQ) 2d6 X lQ (70)21 - 35 2d6 X lQQ (7QQ)36- 7576- 00INDIVIDUAL TREASURE: CHALLENGE 17+dlOO CP SP EP GP pp 2d6 X l ,QQQ (7,QQQ) 8d6 X lQQ (2,8QQ)01-15 ld6 X
1,000 (3 ,500) ld6 X 100 (350)16-55 ld6 X 1,000 (3 ,500) 2d6 X 100 (700)56- 00CHAPTER 7 I TREASURETREASURE HOARD: CHALLENGE 0-4 EP GP pp 2d6 X 10 (70) CP SP Coins 6d6 X 100 (2,100) 3d 6 X 100 (1,050)dlOO Gems or Art Objects Magic Items01-0607-16 2d6 (7) l 0 gp gems Roll1 d6 times on Magic Item Table A.17-26 2d4 (5) 25 gp art
objects Roll l d6 times on Magic Item Table A.27-36 2d6 (7) 50 gp gems Rollld6 times on Magic Item Table A.37-44 2d6 (7) 10 gp gems Roll 1d4 times on Magic lt~ m Table B.45- 52 2d4 (5) 25 gp art objects Rollld4 times on Magic Item Table B.53 - 60 2d6 (7) 50 gp gems Rollld4 times on Magic Item Table B.61-65 2d6 (7) 10 gp gems Roll 1d4 times on
Magic lt.em Table C.66- 70 2d4 (5) 25 gp art objects Rollld4 times on Magic Item Table C.71- 75 2d6 (7) 50 gp gems Rollld4 times on Magic Item Table C.76- 78 2d6 (7) 10 gp gems Roll1d4 times on Magic Item Table F.79-80 2d4 (5) 25 gp art objects Roll1d4 times on Magic Item Table F.81-85 2d6 (7) 50 gp gem s Roll once on Magic Item Table G.8692 2d4 (5) 25 gp art objects Roll once on Magic Item Table G.93-97 2d6 (7) 50 gp gems98-99 2d4 (5) 25 gp art objects 2d6 (7) 50 gp gem s 00TREASURE HOARD: CHALLENGE 5-10 CP SP EP GP pp 6d6 X 100 (2 ,100) 3d6 x 10 (105)Coins 2d6 X 100 (700) 2d6 X l ,000 (7,000) CHAPTER 7 I TREASUREdlOO Gems or Art Objects Magic Items01-0405-10
2d4 (5) 25 gp art objects Rollld6 times on Magic Item Table A.ll-16 3d6 (10) 50 gp gems Roll1d6 times o n Magic Item Table A.17-22 3d6 (10) 100 gp gems Roll1d6 times on Magic Item Table A.23-28 2d4 (5) 250 gp art objects Rollld6 times on Magic Item Table A.29-32 2d4 (5) 25 gp art objects Rollld4 times on Magic Item Table B.33 - 3 6 3d6 (10) 50
gp gem s Rollld4 times on Magic Item Table B.37-40 3d6 (10) 100 gp gems Rollld4 times on Magic Item Table B.41- 44 2d4 (5) 250 gp art objects Roll1d4 times on Magic Item Table B.45-49 2d4 (5) 25 gp art objects . Roll1d4 times on Magic Item Table C.50 - 5 4 3d6 (10) 50 gp gems Rollld4 times on Magic Item Table C.55-59 3d6 (10) 100 gp gems
Roll 1d4 times on Magic Item Table C.60-63 2d4 (5) 250 gp art objects Rollld4 times on Magic Item Table C.64-66 2d4 (5) 25 gp art objects Roll once on Magic Item Table D.6 7 - 69 3d6 (l 0) 50 gp gems Ro ll once on Magic Item Table D.70- 72 3d6 (10) 100 gp gems Roll once on Magic Item Table D.73 - 7 4 2d4 (5) 250 gp art objects Roll once on
Magic Item Table D.75-76 2d4 (5) 25 gp art objects Roll 1d4 times on Magic Item Table F.77-78 3d6 (10) 50 gp gem s Roll1d4 times on Magi c Item Table F. 3d6 (10) 100 gp gems Roll l d4 times on Magic Item Table F. 79 2d4 (5) 250 gp art objects Rollld4 times on Magic Item Table F. 80 2d4 (5) 25 gp art objects Rollld4 times on Magic Item Table
G.81- 84 3d6 (10) 50 gp gems Rol l l d4 times on Magic Item Table G.85 -88 3d6 (10) 100 gp gems Rol l once on Magic Item Table H.89-91 2d4 (5) 250 gp art o bjects Roll once o n Magic Item Table H.92-94 3d6 (10) 100 gp gems95-96 2d4 (5) 250 gp art objects97-98 3d6 (10) 100 gp gems 99 2d4 (5) 250 gp art objects 00 137qualifies if that monster
has spell slots and uses that An item can be attuned to only one creature at a r.irclass's spell list.) and a creature can be attuned to no more than three magic items at a time. Any attempt to attune to a fou;- Without becoming attuned to an item that requires item fails ; the creature must end its attunement to ill!attunement, a creature gains only its
non magical item first. Additionally, a creature can't attune to mo--benefits, unless its description states otherwise. For than one copy of an item. For example, a creature ca.:;example, a magic shield that requires attunement attune to more than one ring ofprotection at a time.provides the benefits of a normal shield to a creature notattuned to it, but
none of its magical properties. A creature's attunement to an item ends if the ere.TRON"S dl2 Goal d20 Patron d20 Patron Seize control of a fortified location such as a 1-2 Retired adventurer 15 Old friend fortress, town, or ship. 3-4 Local ruler 16 Former teacher 5-6 Military officer 17 Parent or other 2 Defend a location from attackers. 7-8 Temple
official 3 Retrieve an object from inside a secure location in 9-10 Sage family member 11-12 Respected elder 18 Desperate a settlement. 13 Deity or celestial 4 Retrieve an object from a caravan. 14 Mysterious fey commoner 5 Salvage an object or goods from a lost vessel or 19 Embattled caravan. merchant 6 Break a prisoner out of a ja il or prison
camp . 20 Villain posing as a 7 Escape from a jai l or prison camp. 8 Successfully trave l through an obstacle course to patron gain recognition or reward . 3. FLESH OuT THE LocATION DETAILS 9 Infiltrate a fortified location. 10 Find the source of strange occurrences in a Chapter 5 offers suggestions for creating and fleshing out an adventure
location, including tables that can haunted house or other location. help you establish the important elements of a dungeon, 11 Interfere with the operation of a business. wilderness area, or urban setting. 12 Rescue a character, monster, or object from a 4. FIND THE IDEAL INTRODUCTION natural or unnatural disaster. An adventure can begin with
a social interaction2. IDENTIFY IMPORTANT NPCs encounter in which the adventurers find out what they must do and why. It can start with a surprise attack,Use the Adventure Villains, Adventure Allies, and or with the adventurers coming across information byAdventure Patrons tables to help you identify these accident. The best introductions
arise naturally from theNPCs. Chapter 4 can help you bring these NPCs to life. goals and setting of the adventure. Let the entries in the Adventure Introduction table inspire you.ADVENTURE VILLAINSd20 Villain ADVENTURE INTRODUCTION 2 Beast or monstrosity with no particular agenda dl2 Introduction 3 Aberration bent on corruption or
domination While traveling in the wilderness, the characters 4 Fiend bent on corruption or destruction fall into a sinkhole that opens beneath their feet, 5 Dragon bent on domination and plunder dropping them into the adventure location. 6-7 Giant bent on plunder 8 Undead with any agenda 2 While traveling in the wilderness, the characters9-10 Fey
with a mysterious goal notice the entrance to the adve nture location.11-12 Humanoid cultist 13 Humanoid conqueror 3 While traveling on a road, the characters are14-15 Humano id seeking revenge attacked by monsters that flee into the nearby 16 Humanoid schemer seeking to rule adventure location.17- 18 Humanoid criminal mastermind 19
Humanoid raider or ra vager 4 The adventurers find a map on a dead body. In 20 Humanoid under a curse add ition to the map setting up the adventure, the Misguided humanoid zealot adventure's villain wants the map.ADVENTURE ALLIES dl2 Ally 5 A mysterious magic item or a cruel vi llain teleports 7 Revenge seeker the characters to the
adventure location . dl2 Ally 8 Raving lunatic 1 Skilled adventurer 9 Celestial ally 6 A stranger approaches the characters in a tavern 2 Inexperienced 10 Fey ally and urges them toward the adventure location. adventurer 11 Disguised 3 Enthusiastic monster 7 A town or village needs vo lunteers to go to the commoner 12 Villa in posing as adventure
location. 4 Soldier an ally 5 Priest 8 An NPC the characters care about needs them to 6 Sage go to the adventure location. 9 An NPC the characters must obey orders them to go to the adventure location. 10 An NPC the characters respect asks them to go to the ad ve nture location. 11 One night, the characters all dream about entering the ad venture
location. 12 A ghost appears and terrorizes a village. Research reveals that it can be pu t to rest only by entering the adventure location. CHAPTER 3 I CREATING ADVENTURES74:. C ONSIDER THE IDEAL CLIMAX EVENT-BASED ADVENTURES-:-::e climactic ending of an adventure fulfills the promise In an event-based adventure, the focus is on
what the characters and villains do and what happens as a :all that came before. Although the climax must hinge result. The question of where those things happen is of:;:: rhe successes and failures of the characters up to secondary importance.·.::a moment, the Adventure Climax table can provide~::ggestions to help you shape the end of your
adventure. Building an event-based adventure is more work than building a location-based one, but the process can be DVENTURE CLIMAX simplified by following a number of straightforward steps. Several steps include tables from which you dl2 Climax can choose adventure elements or roll randomly for The a"dventurers confront the main villain
and a inspiration. As with location-based adventures, you don't group of minions in a bloody battle to the finish. necessarily have to follow these steps in order. 2 The adventurers chase the villain while dodging 1. START WITH A VILLAIN obstacles designed to thwart them, leading to a final confrontation in or outside the villain's refuge. Putting care
into creating your villain will pay off later, since the villain plays such a pivotal role in advancing 3 The actions of the adventurers or the villain result the story. Use the Adventure Villains table in the in a cataclysmic event that the adventurers must previous section to get started, and use the information escape. in chapter 4 to help flesh out the
villain. 4 The adventurers race to the site where the villain is For example, your villain might be an undead creature bringing a master plan to its conclusion, arriving seeking to avenge a past imprisonment or injury. An just as that plan is about to be completed. interesting aspect of an undead villain is that this past injury might have occurred
centuries ago, inspiring 5 The villain and two or three lieutenants perform revenge against the descendants of those that harmed separate rites in a large room. The adventurers it. Imagine a vampire imprisoned by the members of a must disrupt all the rites at the same time. religious order of knights, and who now seeks revenge against the current
members of that order. 6 An ally betrays the adventurers as they're about to achieve their goal. (Use this climax carefully, and 2. DET ERMINE T HE VILLAIN'S ACTIONS don't overuse it.) Once you have a villain , it's time to determine what 7 A portal opens to another plane of existence. steps the villain takes to achieve its goals. Create a Creatures
on the other side spill out, forcing the timeline showing what the villain does and when, adventurers to close the portal and deal with the assuming no interference from the adventurers. villain at the same time. Building on the previous example, you might decide 8 Traps , hazards, or animated objects turn against that your vampire villain murders
several knights. By the adventurers while the main villain attacks. slipping past locked doors in gaseous form, the vampire is able to make the deaths appear natural at first, but 9 The dungeon begins to collapse while the it soon becomes clear that a depraved killer is behind adventurers face the main villain, who attempts to the murders. escape in
the chaos. If you need additional inspiration, consider a few 10 A threat more powerful than the adventurers different options for how the villain's actions unfold over appears, destroys the main villain, and then turns the course of the adventure. its attention on the characters. EVENT-BASED VILLAIN ACTIONS 11 The adventurers must choose
whether to pursue the fleeing main villain or save an NPC they care d6 Type of Actions d6 Type of Actions about or a group of innocents. Big event 4 One and done 5 Serial crimes 12 The adventurers must discover the main villain's 2 Crime spree 6 Step by step secret weakness before they can hope to defeat that 3 Growing villain . corruption6 .
PLAN E NC OUNTERS Big Event. The villain's plans come to fruition during.:..fter you've created the location and the overall story of a festival, an astrological event, a holy (or unholy) rite, athe adventure, it's time to plan out the encounters that royal wedding, the birth of a child, or some similar fixedmake up that adventure. In a location-based
adventure, time. The villain's activities up to that point are gearedmost encounters are keyed to specific locations on toward preparation for this event.a map. For each room or wilderness area on theadventure map, your key describes what's in that area: Crime Spree. The villain commits acts that becomeits physical features, as well as any encounter
that plays bolder and more heinous over time. A killer might startout there. The adventure key turns a simple sketch out by targeting the destitute in the city slums beforeof numbered areas on graph paper into encounters moving up to a massacre in the marketplace, increasingdesigned to entertain and intrigue your players. the horror and the body
count each time. See "Creating Encounters" later in this chapter forguidance on crafting individual encounters. CHAPTER 3 I CREATTNG ADVENTURES 75VAMPIRE VILLAIN ongoing plan to commit more crimes, the villain's goal is to lie low or flee the scene. Growing Corruption. As time passes, the villain'spower and influence grow, affecting more
victims Serial Crimes. The villain commits crimes one afteracross a larger area. This might take the form of armies the other, but these acts are repetitive in nature, ratherconquering new territory, an evil cult recruiting new than escalating to greater heights of depravity. Themembers, or a spreading plague. A pretender to the trick to catching such a
villain lies in determining thethrone might attempt to secure the support of the pattern underlying the crimes. Though serial killers arekingdom's nobility in the days or weeks leading up to a a common example of this type of villain, your villaincoup, or a guild leader could corrupt the members of a could be a serial arsonist favoring a certain type
oftown council or bribe officers of the watch. building, a magical sickness that affects spellcasters who cast a specific spell, a thief that targets a certain One and Done. The villain commits a single crime kind of merchant, or a doppelganger kidnapping andand then tries to avoid the consequences. Instead of an impersonating one noble after
another.CHAPTER 3 I CREATING ADYENTURES Step by Step. In pursuit of its goal, the villain carries out a specific set of actions in a particular sequence. A wizard might steal the items needed to create a phylactery and become a lich, or a cultist might kidnap the priests of seven good-aligned gods as a sacrifice. Alternatively, the villain could be
following a trail to find the object of its revenge, killing one victim after another while moving ever closer to the real target. 3. DETERMINE THE PARTY'S GOALS You can use the Event-Based Goals table to set the party's goal. A goal can also suggest ways in which the adventurers become caught up in the villain's plans, and what exactly they must
do to foil those plans. EVENT-BASED GOALS d20 Goal Bring the villain to justice. 2 Clear the name of an innocent N PC. 3 Protect or hide an N PC. 4 Protect an object. 5 Discover the nature and origin of a strange phenomenon that might be the villain's doing. 6 Find a wanted fugitive. 7 Overthrow a tyrant. 8 Uncover a conspiracy to overthrow a
ruler. 9 Negotiate peace between enemy nations or feuding families. 10 Secure aid from a ruler or council. 11 Help a villain find redemption. 12 Parley with a villain. l3 Smuggle weapons to rebel forces. 14 Stop a band of smugglers. 15 Gather intelligence on an enemy force. 16 Win a tournament. 17 Determine the vi llain 's identity. 18 Locate a stolen
item. 19 Make sure a wedding goes off without a hitch. 20 Roll twice , ignoring results of 20. For example, you roll a 10 on the table, indicating that the party's goal is to secure aid from a ruler or council. You decide to connect that to the leadership of the order targeted by your vampire villain. Maybe the order's leaders have a chest of jewels stolen
from the vampire centuries ago, and the characters can use the chest as bait to trap the villain.-= · I DENTIFY IMPORTANT NPCs hoping to find the knight's murderer. This NPC brings ~a ny event-based adventures require a well-detailed the vampire's crimes to the characters' attention. ;-t of NPCs. Some of these NPCs fall neatly into the :. egories
of allies and patrons, but most are likely to Looking over the Adventure Climax table, you might :-:: characters or creatures whose attitudes toward the decide to have the adventurers bait the vampire with a ~ .>.-e nturers remain undecided until the adventurers chest of jewels stolen from its lair. As an added twist, -:.cerac t with them. (See chapter 4
for more information you decide that the vampire's true goal is to retrieve a ;:J. creating NPCs.) necklace among the jewels. The necklace is set with The ele ments of the adventure you've determined nine gems, and with these gems the vampire can open : J fa r should provide a clear idea of what supporting a gate to the Nine Hells. Should the
vampire succeed, :~.a racters you need to create, as well as how much the adventurers will have a more pressing threat to deal :::: ail you need to generate for each one. NPCs unlikely with, as a powerful devil steps through the gate and J become involved in combat don't need full combat honors some ancient pact it made with the vampire. :::atistics,
for example, just as characters heavily ::';olved in negotiation could have ideals , bonds, and 8. PLAN ENCOUNTERS.:aws. If it's helpful, roll on the Adventure Allies or -. venture Patrons tables (in the "Location-Based After you've created the overall story of the adventure, ~- ,·entures" section, earlier in this chapter). it's time to plan out the
encounters on which the events of that adventure will hang. In an event-based - . ANTICIPATE THE VILLAIN'S REACTIONS adventure, encounters occur when the villain's agenda intersects the path of the characters. You can't always '-.s the adventurers pursue their goals and foil the anticipate exactly when or where that will happen, but :.:lain's
plans, how does the villain respond? Does it you can create a list of possible encounters that the a- h out in violence or send dire warnings? Does it adventurers might experience. This can take the form of ClOk for simple solutions to its problems or create more general descriptions of the villain's forces, details of its:omplicated schemes to route
around interference? lieutenants and minions, as well as encounters tied to Look over the villain's actions that you outlined in the key locations of the adventure.:;·e p 2. For each event arising from those actions, thinkabout how the adventurers are likely to react. If they S ee "Creating Encounters" later in this chapter for:an prevent an action or
hamper its success, what effect guidance on crafting individual encounters.::oes that have on the villain's overall plan? What can·ae villain do to compensate? MYSTERIES One way to track a villain's reactions is by using a:':owchart. This might grow out of the timeline that A mystery is a form of event-based adventure that;:!escribes the villain's plans,
outlining how the villain usually focuses on the adventurers' efforts to solve agets back on track after the adventurers thwart its plans. crime, usually a robbery or murder. Unlike the writer ofOr the flowchart could be separate from the timeline, a mystery novel, a Dungeon Master can't always predict·hawing the various actions the adventurers might
take what the characters will do in a mystery adventure.and the villain's response to those actions. A villain whose actions are "crime spree," "one and6. DETAIL KEY LOCATIONS done," or "serial crimes" might inspire you to craft a mystery adventure around that villain's crimes.~ ince locations aren't the focus of the adventure, they Similarly, if the
adventurers' goals include determining an be simpler and smaller than a dungeon complex the villain's identity, that might be part of a mystery.or an expanse of wilderness. They might be specific.ocations in a city, or even individual rooms in locations To build a mystery adventure, follow the steps for·,yhere combat is likely to break out or significant
creating any event-based adventure. Then considerexploration is needed, such as a throne room, a guild three additional elements for the adventure: the victim,~ eadquarters, a vampire's crumbling manor, or a the suspects, and the clues.~ ights' chapter house. VICTIM7. CHOOSE AN INTRODUCTION AND A CLIMAX Think about the victim's
relationship to the villain. Though you can create a strong scenario with no suchThe Adventure Introduction table in the "Location- relationship, part of what makes a mystery exciting isBased Adventures" section offers fun possibilities the discovery of the twisted connections between NPCs:or hooking the characters into the events of your and how
those connections led to the crime. A randomadventure, including dreams, hauntings, and a simple killing might be just as mysterious, but it lacks thatplea for help. The Adventure Climax table in that same emotional connection.- ection includes adventure endings that work just aswell for event-based adventures. Also look for a connection between
the victim and one or more of the adventurers. One surefire way to draw For example, the Adventure Introduction table helps adventurers into a mystery- including making themyou decide that an ally the adventurers care about needs suspects- is to make the victim someone with whom thetheir help. Perhaps the NPC is a knight who believes
characters are acquainted.that a vampire is trying to kill him , or a friend or relative SUSPECTS Your cast of characters should include an assortment of other NPCs who didn't commit the crime, but who had the motive, the means, or the opportunity to do so. CHAPTER 3 I CREATING ADVENTURES 77Suspects might be obvious or could come to light
during Adventure rs usually become embroiled in intriguethe investigation. One technique often used in detective when they need a favor from a powerful creature andfiction is to create a closed circle of suspects-a finite have to pe rform a favor in exchange, or when the plotsnumber of individuals whose circumstances make them of powerful NP Cs
get in the way of the charactersthe only possible suspects. achieving their goals. Some of the event-based goals discussed earlier in this section lend themselves to One tip for keeping the players and the adventurers intrigue adventures. For example, if the adventurersguessing as to the ide ntity of the villain is to ensure that must uncover a
conspiracy, negotiate a peace treaty, ormore than one suspect has a secret. When questioned secure aid from a ruler or council, you might be lookingby the adventurers, a suspect might appea r nervous or at an intrigue adventure.attempt to lie, despite being innocent of the crime. Asecret bus iness deal, an illicit affair, a dark past, or an The process
of creating a n intrigue adventure isuncontrolled vice are fl aws that make suspects more similar to creating a ny other event-based adventure,interesting than NPCs with nothing to hide. with two main differences: how villains are handled and how the characters can gain influence.CLUESClues point to the identity of the villain. Some clues are
VILLAINSverbal, including the statements of the suspects and Some intrigue adventures are driven by the actions of awitnesses that help the adventurers develop a picture single villain, such as a noble plotting the assassinationof what happened. Other clues are physical, such as an of a monarch. However, a n intrigue adventure can haveunfinished
message written in the victim's blood, a piece multiple villains or no villain at all.of jewelry left behind by the villain, or a weapon foundhidden in a s uspect's room . No Villain. Some intrigue adventures revolve around the exchange of favors in the absence of a villain. For A clue should connect a suspect to the crime, typically this type of adventure,
skip steps 1 and 2 of the event-by shedding light on the suspect's motive, means , or based adventure creation process (the villain and theopportunity. Some clues connect the wrong suspect villain's actions) and move straight to the adventurers'to the crime, leading the adventurers in the wrong goals in step 3. Figure out why the adventurers
becomedirection. Eventually, they must find other clues pointing involved in the intrigue, then spend the bulk of your timein a different direction, or come across evidence th at creating the NPCs they interact with.absolves the suspect. Many Villains. Some intrigue adventures feature It's better to populate your adventure with too many a whole cast
of villains, each with its own goals,clues than too few. If the adventurers solve the mystery motivations, and methods. The adventurers might betoo quickly, you might feel some disappointment but drawn into the struggle of a court full of nobles vyingthe players will feel a sense of accomplishment. If the for the throne in the wake of the king's sudden
death,mystery is too hard, though, the players will become or could find themselves negotiating the end to a deadlyfrustrated . Since you have to account for the possibility turf war among thieves' guilds. In this scenario, you'llthat the adventurers w ill overlook some clues, use spend a lot of time on steps 1 and 2, developing each ofredundant clues to
ensure that the players have the the m ajor NPCs as a distinct villain with an agenda.knowledge needed to catch the villain. In step 5, you'll need to develop each villain's reactions-INTRIGUE - - - to the potential setbacks they face during the adventure. However, you don't need to put equal effort into deta ilingIntrigue adventures are event-based
adventures that the reactions of every villain, since many will likelyrevolve around power struggles. Intrigues are common echo each other or cancel each other out. Wheneverin the courts of the nobility, but power s truggles can the adventurers foil one villain's plans, it might letplay out just as easily in merchants' guilds, crime another villain's
schemes move forward, advancing thesyndicates, and temple hierarchies . adventure whether the foiled villain reacts or not. Rather than dark events and villainous plots, an INFLUENCEintrigue adventure typically revolves around the Depending on the scenario, you might want to trackexchange of favors , the rise and fall of individuals the party's
influence w ith different NPCs or factions , orin power a nd influence, a nd the honeyed words of even track influence separately for each character.diplomacy. A prince's efforts to be named heir to thethrone, a courtier's ambition to sit at the queen's right One way to handle influence is to treat it likehand, and a merchant's desire to open a trade
route inspiration. A character gains influence in a certainthrough enemy lands are the stuff of intrigue. situation only if you grant it, and bringing influence into play requires spending it. Characters can gain Like all adventures, an intrigue adventure works only influence by doing favors for NPCs, advancing theif the players and their characters are
invested in the cause of an organization, or demonstrating their poweroutcome. If no one cares who the king's chamberlain is and heroism, at your discretion. As with inspiration,or who has logging rights in the elven woods, throwing a character can choose to spend influence to gainthe characters into an adventure centered on those advantage on a
roll relevant to that influence.issues will fall fiat. However, if having the ear of theking's chamberlain means the characters can use royal Another way to handle influence is to treat it likesoldiers to help them defend their own stronghold on the renown (see chapter 1), allowing characters to gainborde rla nds, players will be invested in the scenario.
renown at court and within various key factions.CHAPTER 3 I CREATING ADVENTURES:;RAMING EVENTS·.·ou can base an entire adventure on a framing event ~use such an event to grab the players' interest. The:C~am ing Events table presents several ideas, or you can·-e it to inspire your own framing event.RAMING EVENTSdlOO Event 1-02
Anniversary of a monarch 's reign 3-04 Anniversary of an important event05-06 Arena event7-08 Arrival of a caravan or ship09-10 Arrival of a circus11-12 Arrival of an important NPC13-14 Arrival of marching modrons15-16 Artistic performance17-18 Athletic event9-20 Birth of a child21-22 Birthday of an important NPC23-24 Civic festival25-26
Comet appearance27-28 Commemoration of a past tragedy29-30 Consecration of a new temple31 - 32 Coronation33 - 34 Council meeting35- 36 Equinox or solstice •37-38 Exec ution39-40 Ferti Iity festiva I41-42 Full moon43-44 Funeral45 -46 Graduation of cadets or wizards47-48 Harvest festival49 - 5 0 Holy day51-52 Investiture of a knight or other
noble53-54 Lunar eclipse55-58 Midsummer festi va l59-60 Midwinter festival61-62 Migration of monsters63 -64 Monarch's ball65 -66 New moon67-68 New yea r69- 70 Pardoning of a prisoner COMPLICATIONS71-72 Planar conjunction Sometimes an adventure isn't as straightforward as it73-74 Planetary alignment might seem.75-76 Priestly in
vestiture77-78 Procession of ghosts MORAL QUANDARIES79-80 Remembrance for soldiers lost in war If you want to give the characters a crisis that no amount81-82 Royal address or proclamation of spellcasting or swordplay can resolve, add a moral quandary to the adventure. A moral quandary is a83-84 Royal audience day problem of conscience
for which the adventurers must make a single choice-but never a simple one.85-86 Signing of a treaty87-88 Solar eclipse89-91 Tournament92- 94 Trial MORAL QUANDARIES95-96 Violent uprising d20 Quandary d20 Quandary 13-16 Rescue quandary97-98 Wedding or we dding anniversary 1-3 Ally quandary 17-20 Respect quandary 4- 6 Friend
quandary99-00 Concurrence of two events (roll twice, ignoring 7- 12 Honor quandary results of99 or 100) CHAPTER 3 I CREATING ADVENTURES 79Ally Quandary. The adventurers have a better chance on the characters. A love interest might demand thatof achieving their goal with the help of two individuals a character turn away from a dangerous
quest. Awhose expertise is all but essential. However, these dear fri end might plead with the characters to sparetwo NPCs hate each other and refuse to work together the villain's life, to prove that they are better than theeven if the fate of the world hangs in the balance. The villain. A weak NPC might beg for a chance to win favoradventurers must
choose the NPC that is most likely to from the characters by undertaking a dangerous buthelp them accomplish their goal. essential mission. Friend Quandary. An NPC that one or more of the Honor Quandary. A character is forced to choosecharacters cares about makes an impossible demand between victory and a personal oath or code of honor. A
paladin who has sworn the Oath of Virtue might realize that the clearest path to success lies in deceit and subterfuge. A Joyal cleric might be tempted to disobey the orders of his or her faith. If you present this quandary, be sure to provide an opportunity for a character to atone for violating his or her oath. Rescue Quandary. The adventurers must
choose between catching or hurting the villain and saving innocent lives. For example, the adventurers might learn that the villain is camped nearby, but they also learn that another part of the villain's forces is about to march into a village and burn it to the ground. The characters must choose between taking out the villain or protecting innocent
villagers, some of whom might be friends or family members. Respect Quandary. Two important allies give conflicting directions or advice to the adventurers. Perhaps the high priest counsels the characters to negotiate peace with militaristic elves in the nearby forest , while a veteran warrior urges them to prove their strength with a decisive first
strike. The adventurers can't follow both courses, and whichever ally they choose, the other loses respect for them and might no longer aid them. TWISTS A twist can complicate a story and make it harder for the characters to complete their goals. TWISTS dlO Twist The adventurers are racing against other creatures with the same or opposite goal. 2
The adventurers become responsible for the safety of a noncombatant NPC. 3 The adventurers are prohibited from killing the villain, but the villain has no compunctions about killing them. 4 The adventurers have a time limit. 5 The adventurers have received false or extraneous information. 6 Completing an adventure goal fulfills a prophecy or
prevents the fulfillment of a prophecy. 7 The adventurers have two different goals, but they can complete only one. 8 Completing the goal secretly helps the villain. 9 The adventurers must cooperate with a known enemy to achieve the goal. 10 The adventurers are under magica l compulsion (such as a geas spell) to complete the ir goal.8o CHAPTER 3
I CREATING ADVENTURES-_-:--can a:so ace =---~ : : your-~ =--~ ~...:.B:s iO : -~-.•~?=-~ OE ~~ c -:- ::T =: s ~ ~e io owing objectiYes can be u ed as fou ndations.::.:::-.-emure. r~;:g ·:::e ::-;:_:--.::._:~:: _=-";Je main smry path for encounter . Although these objectives focus on a:.::-::ted by loca 'o::: 0~ e e~cs. s :c:e que ts are per ipheral single
encounter during an adventure, using the same objective in multiple encounters allows you to combine·v rhe characte r - proma.:-· goal. but successfully those encoun ters into a larger obstacle or problem the adventurers must overcome.:ompleting a side que-t might provide a benefit toward Make Peace. The characters must convince two:ompleting
the primary goaL opposing groups (or their leaders) to end the conflict that embroils them. As a complication, the charactersSiDE QUESTS might have enemies on one or both of the opposing sides, or some other group or individual might be d8 Side Q ue st instigating the conflict to further its own ends. Find a spec ific item rumored to be in the area.
Protect an NPC or Object. The characters must act 2 Retrieve a stolen item in t he vil lain's possession . as bodyguards or protect some object in their custody. 3 Receive information from an NPC in the area . As a complication, the NPC under the party's protection 4 Rescue a capt ive . might be cursed, diseased, prone to panic attacks, too 5 Discover
the fate of a missing NPC. young or too old to fight, or apt to risk the lives of the 6 Slay a specific monster. adventurers through dubious decisions. The object the 7 Discove r the nature and origin of a strange adventurers have sworn to protect might be sentient, cursed, or difficult to transport. phenomenon in the area. 8 Secure the aid of a character
or creature in the area. Retrieve an Object. The adventurers must gain possession of a specific object in the area of theCREATING ENCOUNTERS encounter, preferably before combat finishes. As a complication, enemies might desire the object as much:::ncounters are the individual scenes in the larger story as the adventurers do, forcing both parties
to fight for it.of your adventure. Run a Gauntlet. The adventurers must pass through First and foremost, an encounter should be fun for a dangerous area. This objective is similar to retrieving~he players. Second, it shouldn't be burden for you to an object insofar as reaching the exit is a higher priority:un. Beyond that, a well-crafted encounter usually
has than killing opponents in the area. A time limit adds aa straightforward objective as well as some connection complication, as does a decision point that might leadto the overarching story of your campaign, building on characters astray. Other complications include traps,the encounters that precede it while foreshadowing hazards, and
monsters.encounters yet to come. Sneak In. The adventurers need to move through the An encounter has one of three possible outcomes: encounter area without making their enemies aware!he characters succeed, the characters partly succeed, of their presence. Complications might ensue if theyor the characters faiL The encounter needs to
account are detected.for all three possibilities, and the outcome needs tohave consequences so that the players feel like their Stop a Ritual. The plots of evil cult leaders,successes and failures matter. malevolent warlocks, and powerful fiends often involve rituals that must be foiled. Characters engaged inCHARACTER OBJECTIVES stopping a ritual
must typically fight their way through evil minions before attempting to disrupt the ritual'sWhen players don't know what they're supposed to do powerful magic. As a complication, the ritual mightin a given encounter, anticipation and excitement can be close to completion when the characters arrive,quickly turn to boredom and frustration. A
transparent imposing a time limit. Depending on the ritual, itsobjective alleviates the risk of players losing interest. completion might have immediate consequences as welL For example, if the overall story of your adventure Take Out a Single Target. The villain is surroundedinvolves a quest to deliver a priceless relic to a remote by minions powerful
enough to kill the adventurers.monastery, each encounter along the way is an The characters can flee and hope to confront the villainopportunity to introduce a smaller objective that moves another day, or they can try to fight their way throughthe quest forward. Encounters during the trip might the minions to take out their target. As a
complication,see the adventurers accosted by enemies determined the minions might be innocent creatures under theto steal the relic, or by monsters that are constantly villain's controL Killing the villain means breaking thatthreatening the monastery. control, but the adventurers must endure the minions' attacks until they do. Some players create
their own objectives, which is tobe expected and encouraged. It is, after all, as much the CREATING A COMBAT ENCOUNTERplayers' campaign as yours. For example, a charactermight try to bribe enemies rather than figh t them , When creating a combat encounter, let your imaginationor chase after a fleeing enemy to see where it goes . run wild
and build something your players will enjoy.Players who ignore objectives will have to deal w ith Once you have the details figured out, use this section tothe consequences, which is another important facet of adjust the difficulty of the encounter.encounter design. CHAPTER 3 I CREATING ADVENTURES 8TCOMBAT ENCOUNTER DIFFICULTY
EVALUATING ENCOUNTER DIFFICULTY Use the following method to gauge the difficulty of anyThere are four categories of encounter difficulty. combat encounter. Easy. An easy encounter doesn't tax the characters' 1. Determine XP Thresholds. First, determine theresources or put them in serious peril. They might lose experience point (XP)
thresholds for each character ina few hit points, but victory is pretty much guaranteed. the party. The XP Thresholds by Character Level table below has four XP thresholds for each character level, Medium. A medium encounter usually has one or one for each category of encounter difficulty. Use atwo scary moments for the players, but the
characters character's level to determine his or her XP thresholds.should emerge victorious with no casualties. One or Repeat this process for every character in the party.more of them might need to use healing resources. 2. Determine the Party's XP Threshold. For each Hard. A hard encounter could go badly for the category of encounter difficulty,
add up the characters'adventurers. Weaker characters might get taken out XP thresholds. This determines the party's XPof the fight, and there's a slim chance that one or more threshold. You'll end up with four totals, one for eachcharacters might die. category of encounter difficulty. Deadly. A deadly encounter could be lethal for one or For example,
if your party includes three 3rd-levelmore player characters. Survival often requires good characters and one 2nd-level character, the party'stactics and quick thinking, and the party risks defeat. totaled XP thresholds would be as follows:XP THRESHOLDS BY CHARACTER LEVEL Easy: 275 XP (75 + 75 + 75 + 50)Character Encounter Difficulty
Medium: 550 XP (150 + 150 + 150 + l 00) Level lst Easy Medium Hard Deadly Hard: 825 XP (225 + 225 + 225 + 150) 2nd 25 50 75 100 3rd 50 100 150 200 Deadly: l ,400 XP (400 + 400 + 400 + 200) 4th 75 150 225 400 5th 125 250 375 500 Record the totals, because you can use them for every 6th 250 500 750 1,100 encounter in your adventure.
7th 300 600 900 1,400 8th 350 750 1,700 3. Total the Monsters' XP. Add up the XP for all of 9th 450 900 1,100 2,100 the monsters in the encounter. Every monster has an XP lOth 550 1,400 2,400 value in its stat block. llth 600 1,100 1,600 2,800 12th 800 1,200 1,900 3,600 4. Modify Total XP for Multiple Monsters. If the 13th 1,000 1,600 2,400
encounter includes more than one monster, apply 14th 1,100 2,000 3,000 4,500 a multiplier to the monsters' total XP. The more 15th 1,250 2,200 3,400 5,100 monsters there are, the more attack rolls you're making 16th 1,400 2,500 3,800 5,700 against the characters in a given round, and the more 17th 1,600 2,800 4,300 6,400 dangerous the
encounter becomes. To correctly gauge 18th 2,000 3,200 4,800 7,200 an encounter's difficulty, multiply the total XP of all 19th 2,100 3,900 5,900 8,800 the monsters in the encounter by the value given in the 20th 2,400 4,200 6,300 9,500 Encounter Multipliers table. 2,800 4,900 7,300 10,900 5,700 8,500 12,700 For example, if an encounter includes
four monsters worth a total of 500 XP, you would multiply the total XPCHALLENGE RATING of the monsters by 2, for an adjusted value of 1,000 XP. This adjusted value is not what the monsters are worthWhen putting together an encounter or adventure, especially in terms of XP; the adjusted value's only purpose is toat lower levels, exercise caution
when using monsters whose help you accurately assess the encounter's difficulty.challenge rating is higher than the party's average level. Sucha creature might deal enough damage with a single action to When making this calculation, don't count anytake out adventurers of a lower level. For example, an ogre monsters whose challenge rating is
significantly belowhas a challenge rating of 2, but it can kill a l st-level wizard the average challenge rating of the other monsters in thewith a single blow. group unless you think the weak monsters significantly contribute to the difficulty of the encounter. In addition, some monsters have features that might bedifficult or impossible for lower-level
characters to overcome. ENCOUNTER MULTIPLIERSFor example, a rakshasa has a challenge rating of 13 and isimmune to spells of 6th level and lower. Spellcasters of 12th Number of Multiplier Number of Multiplierlevel or lower have no spells higher than 6th level, mean ing Monsters Xl Monsters X 2.5that they won't be able to affect the rakshasa
with their xl.S x3magic, putting the adventurers at a serious disadvantage. 2 x2 7-10 x4Such an encounter would be significantly tougher for the 3- 6 ll - 14party than the monster's challenge rating might suggest. 15 or more 5. Compare XP. Compare the monsters' adjusted XP value to the party's XP thresholds. The closest threshold that is lower than
the adjusted XP value of the monsters determines the encounter's difficulty.CHAPTER 3 I C REATI NG ADVENTURES?or example, an encounter with one bugbear and For such encounters, treat each discrete part or wave as .. -:~ee hobgoblins has an adjusted XP value of 1,000, a separate encounter for the purpose of determining its-:ili ng it a hard
encounter for a party of three 3rd-level difficulty. -:aracters and one 2nd-level character (which has_ .::.ard encounter threshold of 825 XP and a deadly A party can't benefit from a short rest between parts - ounter threshold of 1,400 XP). of a multipart encounter, so they won't be able to spend Hit Dice to regain hit points or recover any abilities
that?..:,.RTY SIZE require a short rest to regain. As a rule, if the adjusted XP value for the monsters in a multipart encounter is- .::e preceding guidelines assume that you have a party higher than one-third of the party's expected XP total :::~ si sting of three to five adventurers. for the adventuring day (see "The Adventuring Day," :; the party contains
fewer than three characters, below), the encounter is going to be tougher than the sum of its parts.-;:;:>ly the next highest multiplier on the Encounter ~:.Jt ipliers table. For example, apply a multiplier of BUILDING ENCOUNTERS ON A BUDGET_5 when the characters fight a single monster, and a You can build an encounter if you know its desireduJtiplier of 5 for groups of fifteen or more monsters. difficulty. The party's XP thresholds give you an XP J the party contains six or more characters, use the budget that you can spend on monsters to build easy!.-::xt lowest multiplier on the table. Use a multiplier of_ 5 fo r a single monster.. ! -LTIPART ENCOUNTERS: Jmetimes an encounter features
multiple enemies that -:e party doesn't face all at once. For example, c"N
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